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SPRING, 1973

Partners’ Panorama

my first contribution to Panorama, I
can think of no better subject than two
of the main events that have occurred
during the last twelve months, particularly as all
staff are, or will be, affected in one way or
another.
First of all—Basingstoke. At the time some
may have felt there was undue delay in issuing
information regarding the decision to build the
new offices. This delay was more apparent than
real because there were several uncertainties due
to a variety of complex problems, principally of
a legal nature and although the basic decision
had been made it seemed unwise to risk mis
leading staff and to issue a definite statement
until we were quite sure that all obstacles were
eliminated. As things have turned out, we have
been able to give more than eighteen months’
notice of our intentions to move and this, we
trust, is reasonable, particularly bearing in mind
that several engineering firms including one or
two other consultants, who have embarked on
the same course, have given very much less
notice to their staff.
Naturally, we hope that the majority of our
present staff will decide to come to Basingstoke,
although we recognise with regret that some, for
a variety of reasons, will be unable to do so.
Many, no doubt, prefer to work in London and
will always have this preference. On the other
hand, we believe that there are quite a number
of people who dislike working in London with
all its rush hour frustration, who will respond to
our periodic recruitment efforts. In the mean
time, we know that a number of staff have
taken the plunge and are busily proceeding with
their arrangements to occupy or to find new
homes in the vicinity of Basingstoke.

As a matter of immediate interest, we are
arranging to open a small temporary office in
Basingstoke in the very near future so that some
accommodation will be available to house those
who are recruited from the surrounding area in
advance of completion of the new building. This
should provide a useful base from which to build
up our local activities prior to the opening. We
also hope to find before the end of the year
suitable accommodation for our London Office.
This will be a comparatively small office intended
primarily to house a minimum of staff working
on structural projects for certain clients and with
certain architects. It will also serve as a convenient
meeting place for some clients and visitors
particularly those from overseas.
But this raises a point. We were disconcerted
to read an article in the Financial Times recently
which described the new office block as our
future ‘main production centre’. Whoever
dreamed up this description, we don’t know,
but if anyone should have any misconceptions
and gain the impression that the staff will be at
Basingstoke whilst the Partners remain in
London, we must correct the impression forth
with. The main office will be at Basingstoke and
the majority of the Partners will be located there.
Incidentally, I personally feel that the new
office deserves a name, so if any members of the
staff have any bright ideas, we will be glad to
hear from you.
The second important development during the
year has been the decision to appoint McKinsey
& Co. to study our organisation and methods of
working. The need for this arises mainly because
the London firm and the associated overseas
firms have grown so rapidly in recent years and
the methods and procedures which were quite
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suitable at the time are now in need of improve
ment in several respects. As you know, the study
will cover all aspects of the firm, including
personnel policies and procedures, financial
policies, the organisation of the firm and its
relationships with the overseas organisations.
The consultants are endeavouring to meet a
substantial proportion of the staff at all levels
and we hope that you will speak frankly to them
in the knowledge that whatever is said will be
treated on a confidential basis. Your views will
be given every consideration and they will be in
valuable to McKinsey’s in forming their con
clusions and recommendations. We are hopeful
that at the end of the day, the outcome will be
the improved efficiency and performance of the
firm.
Whilst it would be wrong to anticipate what
these recommendations will be, 1 am sure they
will pay due regard to the need for broader

career prospects for staff with opportunities for
advancement and financial reward commensurate
with their abilities.
One final point, the Partners were recently
asked to consider the publication of salary scale
structures. Whilst 1 am sure it was not intended,
the question immediately raised visions of an
annual incremental system similar to that used in
Government service. Our Civil Service is an
admirable one, but the fact remains that it is a
bureaucracy subject to all the restrictions which
that generally entails, including promotion more
often than not by seniority alone. We, on the
other hand, are a private enterprise and because
the resources of the firm consist almost entirely
of the abilities and qualities of its staff, it is only
right that we should place a premium on personal
initiative and endeavour and believe in reward
according to merit.
F.W.S.

The New
Charing Cross Hospital
at Fuiham

On

Tuesday, 22nd May, 1973 the new
Charing Cross Hospital was officially
opened by Her Majesty the Queen.
This was a great occasion, particularly for
patients and staff, but the new building has in
fact been in use for several months and is now
virtually fully commissioned. It is the first
teaching hospital to be built and opened since
before the war and is probably one of the largest

and most complex hospital buildings ever con-.
structed. A great deal has, however, already
been written about the ‘technicalities’ and it
might be worth while to take a ‘patients eye
view’.
No wonder they call it the ‘Fulham Hilton’.
The main entrance is sheltered beneath the long
low overhanging clinics wing and separated from
the hurly burly of Fuiham Palace Road by water
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gardens with fountains and a sculpture by
Henry Moore.
Wide generously planned entrance doors in
stainless steel and glass give, not only a feeling
of crisp efficiency, but also a feeling of freedom
and coming and going, which must help to
reassure even the most apprehensive patient.
The entrance hail is flanked by a fully equipped
hairdressing saloon, a gift shop, a newsagent’s
stall and a bank. Escalators take patients and
visitors to a first floor reception area which is
comfortably furnished and provided with excel
lent refreshment facilities. There are no trolleys
or stretchers. Air conditioning has ensured that
the intimidating smell of anaesthetics has gone
also.
The bedrooms all have private lavatories
and the larger ones, accommodating up to six
patients, have private bathrooms. Each patient is
given the key to a personal wardrobe in which he
may keep his clothes. A new method of hospital
catering will permit patients to select meals from
a menu: the meals being served on trays on an
individual basis.
The ‘Cass’ electronic communications system
is the second largest in Europe and enables the
whereabouts of every nurse to be known as she
moves about the hospital. (This is in addition to
the ‘bleep’ system for locating doctors).
Above each bed, a swing arm carried a com
munications panel which incorporates radio
selection buttons, television sound controls, a call
button, ‘reassurance’ lamp and microphone and
speaker.
Any patient can establish immediate verbal
contact with the control centre who can contact
and mobilise the nearest appropriate assistance.
In emergency, up to 12 people can be summoned
simultaneously by a group call.
Visiting is allowed at any time except between
1 and 2 pm and the hospital issues a very helpful
booklet for vistors to assist in reducing patient
fatigue. One of the points mentioned is that
visitors should sit on one side of the bed only
and so reduce the incidence of ‘tennis neck’ in
patients.
Each floor has a self contained flat with beds
and a bathroom where relatives of a dangerously
ill patient can stay overnight.
Staff are accommodated in 17 storey blocks
where groups of nurses share flats containing up
to four bedrooms, each with its own kitchen and
bathroom, etc. There is no restriction on coming
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and going except that visitors are expected to
leave before 11 pm.
There is also a recreational centre for staff
which contains a heated indoor swimming pool
with diving boards and spectators gallery,
squash courts, a large hail with fully equipped
stage and a comfortably furnished lounge-bar.
The enormous size of the main tower block
could be a bit over-poweiing for a nervous
patient but everywhere Mr. Tubbs the architect
has tried to make it as unfrightening as possible.
The use of colour and texture has helped and the
cruciform shape of the tower means that people
do not realise the size of it as they walk round.
Although tower blocks may not necessarily be
the best or the most economic choice for all
hospital developments, on a conjested site such
as Fulham, there was no alternative.
There is no doubt however that when there are
a large number of wards, all of which have to be
immediately accessible to central facilities such
as operating theatres and kitchens, a vertical
building provides far and away the best
circulation.
The main tower block is approximately 230 ft
high above street level and is 412 ft long and 285 ft
wide. The structure contains some 1,960 miles of
reinforcement and is designed to support the
weight of the building which is approximately
140,000 tons, plus 43,000 tons of vertical live
loads together with lateral wind forces estimated
(in accordance with chapter 5) to amount to
approximately 1,120 tons for a 15 second gust.
Planning was started in 1959 and SWKP were
appointed as Civil and Structural Consultants in
1962. Cost limits were agreed by the then
Ministry of Health at the beginning of 1966 and
a contract for piled foundations was let at the end
of the same year.
Work on the superstructure was commenced
in 1968 and completed within two years (nine
months ahead of programme). This work in
cluded approximately 1,000,000 sq ft of floor
area which means that, for every working day,
an average of about 2,000 sq ft of slab was
completed, together with all associated work
such as columns, walls, staircases, etc.
This remarkable rate of progress is a credit to
all those who took part in the design and the
preparation of details, and particularly to Mr.
Cambridge, the Resident Engineer, and Higgs &
Hill, the Contractors, who together set up such
an excellent organisation on site.
TED FULLER
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Office Development
Basing View, Basingstoke

72039

4

Construction work for the Firm’s new
office development began on 1st March,
1973. Willment Bros. are our contractors,
and at the time of writing (late April) they have
almost completed the drainage and foundations,
and have poured most of the first lift of columns.
The project began last summer with the
preparation of schemes by architects Sydney
Clough, Son & Partners, with whom we are
associated in the Helical Parks consortium
which designed Bloomsbury Square underground
car park. (Willment’s were also the contractors
for this job).
Other consultants for the new offices are
quantity surveyors Langdon & Every; mechani
cal, electrical and plumbing services are being
designed and installed by Matthew Hall
Mechanical Services, Ltd.
Within SWKP the project is under the control
of G. M. J. Williams; Ted Fuller is the Associate
responsible for building co-ordination, while
structural design has been carried out by Reg
Ready’s section. Reinforced concrete drawings
have been produced by Derek Verran’s detailing
section.
Planning

The site is not large (275 ft by 125 ft) and is
subject to planning restrictions of an ODP of
40,000 sq ft, and a minimum requirement of 80
car parking spaces. It also slopes fifteen feet
from the north-east to the south-west corner.
The scheme devised by the architects is a four
storey rectangular office block approximately
130 ft long and 89 ft wide with a separate car
park on the west side of the site. Because of the
slope, the car park is at two levels and a sus
pended deck will be provided above the lower
level. It will be possible to provide two further
suspended decks in the future, which will add 33
more parking spaces.

Acco,nniodation

Within the office building, the ground floor
will accommodate reception, filing and mail,
telex and telephonists, soils laboratory, con
ference room and a plant room for refrigerator
and pumps. A mezzanine floor at the west end
will house the archives and telephone equipment.
Printing and electronic data processing will be
at first floor level, another conference room at
second level and the library at third floor. Two
Partner’s offices will be located on each of the
upper three floors.
Planning of the remaining drawing office and
office areas is still under consideration by a
planning co-ordination committee comprising
Messrs. G. M. J. Williams, E. T. Fuller, T. G.
Hancock, R. F. Ready and R. A. Bond.
Specification
Externally the office building will be faced in
dark brown bricks with copper sheet cladding at
roof level and to the roof plant room.
Internally the design aims at a high degree of
comfort. The building will be double glazed,
and will be fully air-conditioned. The drawing
office areas will be supplied with air at the correct
temperature and humidity through ducts in the
false ceiling, and vitiated air will be exhausted
through grills in the light fittings. This system
allows for part of the heat picked up by the
circulated air to be re-used, thus cutting down on
running costs.
Double banks of fluorescent lamps will pro
vide a lighting level superior to that of 5 Winsley
Street.
The floors will be carpet-tiled throughout and a
system of trunking within the floor screed will
ensure that power and telephone points are
available on a grid giving a high degree of
planning flexibility. The telephone system will
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be one of the most sophisticated types available
and will use one set of instruments for both
internal and external calls.
Vending machines and chilled water dispensers
will be provided for the benefit of the inner man
(and woman).
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The building is of conventional in situ rein
forced concrete construction, using hollow tile
slabs. These are supported at the other edge by
39 in. by 16 in. beams and at the inner column
lines by broad beams within the slab depth.
This means that for most of the floor areas flat
soffit shutters can be used.
Columns are 16 in. square throughout and the
foundations are square mass concrete bases
bearing on chalk.
Above the roof of the plant room housing the
boilers, water tanks and air handling plant will be
of steel framed construction, with welded univer
sal beam portal frames supported on the main
concrete frames.

The Project
It has been said that there is no such thing as a
job that runs smoothly, and 72039 proved to be
no exception. The project had scarcely got off the
ground when tragically Ken Sutcliffe of SCSP
died. This threw extra work on all concerned,
especially SCSP, but with sustained effort the
contract documents were issued on time. Six
firms were invited to tender, and in February,
Willment Bros were awarded the contract. The
contract period is 68 weeks which should mean
that the hand-over will be towards the end of
June, 1974. Then it will be farewell to the objec
tionable odours of Oxford Street and hail to the
balmy breezes of Basingstoke.

Postscript
As far as can be established, no name has
yet been chosen for the new building. As an
editor of your magazine as well as a member of
the structural design team I venture to suggest
that a name which would embody a suitable
sense of tradition and dignity would be ‘Pontifact
House’. Any other offers?
STEPHEN OLIVER
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It is now more than a year since Grube-Scott
was officially founded, It is also, we regret, a
complete year since we contributed to Pontiflict,
an omission resulting from the removal of the
greater part of the firm to new offices at about the
time of the autumn copy date.
We had to give up half the space at Kaiser
Wilhelm-Strasse and all concerned with structures
are now based 200 metres away with a complete
floor in a new building which we share with a
dentist, a cosmetician and a dealer in oriental
carpets among others. It took two peaceful, but
infuriating, months for the telephone to be
installed but contact with head office and the
world outside is now normal. it is hoped to re
enlarge the main office later this year to accom

modate the activities of Studiengruppe Luftfahrt.
Having so much space, we have to fill it; but our
attempts in this direction are being foiled by the
transfer of staff overseas. Albert Romar and
Volker Loth went to Nairobi in January, the latter
having the distinction of being inoculated and
married on the same day. Marianne and he have
had their climbing boots out on Mount Kenya al
ready and we await news of ski-ing on the equator.
The Olympic Games came and went. Many
ihanks to John Eddison, who, unable to come
himself, sent us his magnificent block of tickets
and enabled many to see final rounds and the
closing ceremony for which tickets were other
wise unobtainable. The build up for the 1974
World Cup is already in progress, tickets for the
finals having been sold and a lottery to finance
the show is in full swing.
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be one of the most sophisticated types available
and will use one set of instruments for both
internal and external calls.
Vending machines and chilled water dispensers
will be provided for the benefit of the inner man
(and woman).
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A great variety of projects have been through
the office in the past year (compounding the
confusion of standards and units), some of them
old faithfuls carried out in association with
London (‘Are you involved in that one too?’).
At home our participation in the autobahn
bridge programme continues and we are just
starting a major investigation into the standardis
ation and eventual automation of the design of
these bridges. Winter as usual was unusual, no
snow at Christmas so we had it at Easter instead,
after the skis had been laid up for the year.
PETER INNES

Nandi Hills
Tea Roads (Phase III) Contract No. 5 is now
in full swing.
With luck there will be another article in this
edition on tea so all I need say here is that tea
roads are made for tea, not of it.
The site of Contract No. 5 (which contract
naturally commenced before No. 1) is in Western
Kenya and covers a large area. The road net
work we are building comprises over thirty
routes varying in length from 250 m to 50 km.
Some of the routes are separated from the main
network and it takes us over a day to cover the
Contract: a straight line joining the extremities
of the most eastern and most western routes
would be nearly 70 km long. Nearly all of the
routes are situated on existing roads or tracks
and our main purpose is to up-grade them to
narrow-width gravel roads, standard-width gravel
roads and standard-width bituminised roads. We
also have six smallish r.c. bridges to build. The
Contractor is T.M. Construction Ltd of Nairobi
and the tender sum was just over Kl 25 m. The
contract started in August 1972 and we hope to
complete it by September 1974.
The first man on site was Dick Sheasby; he,
and his wife Delia and daughter Marion, moved
up to Nandi Hills in August last year to start
the search for gravel and to supervise the building
of the site offices and laboratory at Kaimosi,
and the site houses at Nandi Hills some 60 km
away. Dick was previously with the Ministry of
Works in Lilongwe, Malawi.
John Ewer, ex-Laings, arrived in September
and was immediately banished to Kisumu to live
in The Dyssentry Arms until his house in Nandi
Hills was ready. John was nominated ARE
Everything Else and, between them, he and Dick
found the Contractor, wound him up, pointed
him in the right direction and let go. John

denies being born in UK, Australia and Patagonia
but wherever he wasn’t born he has visited,
lived in or worked in—or so it seems. On 24th
February this year John married Sally Baker
who flew out from England especially for the
occasion. Congratulations, John and Sally.
Their wedding was the first of its kind in the area
for some years and provided a better-thanusual excuse for drinking tea.
Tim Conway and family moved to Nairobi
from Malawi in June last year and, after pro
longed behind-the-scenes work in Nairobi, took
possession of their site house in Nandi Hills in
November. (It seems ridiculous to talk about
myself in the third person when I’m writing this,
but habits die hard). His position on site is
referred to as Acting RE. And the real RE?
Well, there have been lots of him, but in name
only. Peter Erridge, the Project Engineer,
mentions a new one on each of his fortnightly
visits to site but it seems that broken legs, sick
aunts and natural disasters prevent each candid
ate from signing-up at the last minute. Coffeedrinkers, the lot of them.
Rob and Lynne Robson arrived at the end of
November from London office which they had
joined during their pilgrimage from Australia to
civilisation. Appropriately enough, Rob’s main
job is to help Dick Sheasby look for gravel; but
he also grows corn in his garden; and his jokes
are unprintable. We are therefore undecided
whether to call him Digger, Cobber or Blue.
Rob and Lynne return to London at the end of
April and we shall be very sorry to see them go.
Living in the Contractor’s camp at Kaimosi
are old-hands Eddie Evans Otieno and Daniel
Murwa. Newcomers to SWKP there include
Messrs. Aura, Muremi, Musoda, Maswali, and
Nyagwachi; Gracie Obeda types and files all of
our uncommonly genial asides to the Contractor.
The job is relatively straightforward but we are
handicapped by two things: we have only one
inspector, and we have to travel great distances
each day. Howard Humphreys are doing their
best to encourage an Israeli contractor to
bituminise about 20 km of the road from the
housing site to the site office, but their contract
probably won’t finish until after ours. At the
moment, what was a hideous but navigable
murram road has turned into a maze of dusty
diversions.
The difficulties of work, however, are partly
relieved by the position of the housing site. We
live on a tea estate perched on the edge of the
Nyando Escarpment at an altitude of 7,000 ft.
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The climate is mild, the air brisk, and to the south
we have an unrivalled view across the sugar lands
3,000 ft below us to the Kericho escarpment,
Lake Victoria and Mount Homa 60 miles away.
The wives shop in Eldoret and Kisumu (both
about an hour away), but we can buy eggs and
tea from the Estate, and milk, lamb and beef
from local farms. Fillet steak is about four
shillings a kilo. It is not often that nonengineering non-SWKP people are mentioned in
Pontifact newsletters, but we must here recrod
our gratitude to our Squire, Keith Mayers, and

wife, Joy, for their kindness and help on many
occasions. Apart from growing tea, Keith has
also, inter a/ia, lumber-jacked, prospected for
gold and been a speedway driver. Both he and Joy
have driven with the Carlssons in the East
African Safari Rally. This year the Safari Rally—
still the toughest in the world, it is claimed—will
be held over the Easter holiday and part of the
route runs past the Estate; Dick Sheasby is
manning one of the check points and he may
write a thrilling account for the next Pontifact of
how he spent Easter Saturday night stamping
drivers’ control cards as they roared past at
80 mph—if he has any fingers left.
Many local planters and farmers have com
peted in previous Rallies (this year there are two
local privately-entered Datsuns taking part) and
the place to hear reminiscences and gory accounts
of mishaps is the Nandi Bears Club. The Club,
about five miles from our Estate, also provides
golf, squash, tennis, snooker, darts, rugby
(on a magnificent pitch carved out of the hillside
by the farmer who sells us milk and lambs).
There is also a club library and a film every
Sunday. Delia Sheasby has decided io extend
activities even further and is producing a play
to be performed in the Club in May.
Two hours to the north lies the newly-opened
Mount Elgon National Park, and four hours to
the south the Masai Mara game reserves and
hunting blocks, both of which have been ex
plored by us. As if that wasn’t enough, a leopard
or something like it patrolled the Ewers’ and the
Sheasbys’ verandahs after a Twelfth Night party
and loped off into the forest with a screaming
stray dog—that had come to forage for scraps—
in its jaws. Monkeys sit in our trees and helmeted
guinea-fowl walk about the RE’s garden. We are
also invaded regularly by weavers, wagtails,
shrikes, flycatchers, hornbills, ibises, augur
buzzards and migratory storks. The Conways
have had a couple of brushes with safari ants.
Part of the road network we are building runs

through the Kakamega Forest from where come
most of the inhabitants of the Nairobi Snake
Park. The Forest is the only area outside of West
Africa where gaboon vipers exist. It is also alive
with billions of butterflies during the rainy
seasons, and, because it is largely unexplored,
may contain workable gold deposits not found
during the gold rush of the twenties and thirties.
Any volunteers for RE? Must be aged 3 5—50,
MICE, and g9od with snakes. Ability to detect
murram quarries in dense forest an advantage.
Excellent prospectings.
TIM CONWAY

Thailand
It would appear that Pont,fact Newsletter time
has come around again, so here we go with Tales
of Thailand, Part 2. The action as before takes
place in a private house on the north side of
Bangkok, a photograph of which appears on
page 12.
Barry Paget and Terry Ottway still make up the
expatriate section of the staff although this
should increase to six fairly soon with the
arrival of the RE’s for the four feeder roads.
However the local staff has increased in number
with additions to the soils and survey crews, and
now totals twenty-three. In fact, if we did not
have two survey crews and one soils crew work
ing up-country for most of the time the office
would be rather overcrowded.
However the Christmas party brought every
body together and was highly successful. The
meal of local Thai food (not a roast turkey in
sight) was followed by an evening of games and
even a singing contest. Not quite on the scale of
the Dorchester party maybe but still a lot of fun.
Also about this time came the news that Barry
Paget had been made an Associate of the Hong
Kong Partnership. A just reward this as he has
put in a tremendous amount of hard work
especially over the past year while in charge of the
Bangkok office.
However regarding our four feeder road
projects, things have not gone quite so well.
Over a year has passed since we started work
revising the design of these roads and we had
hoped by now to have had the contractors on
site for at least two of the projects. Alas this was
not to be and in fact towards the end of last year
there was a period when the final go-ahead for
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That sinking feeling

delayed the signing of the first contract and it now
looks as if all four contracts will be let within a
few weeks of each other instead of being spread
over several months as originally planned. So we
are anticipating a period of hectic activity in the
coming few months.
A welcome change from motoring over the
same four roads came last October, when SWKP
along with several other international firms of
consulting engineers, were asked to submit a
proposal for a feasibility study of ten roads
located in south east, central and north Thailand.
The term ‘road’ covered everything from good
quality laterite surfaces to tracks barely suitable
for bullock carts. Add to this the fact that the
investigation was carried out during the rainy
season and you can see why we always carried
an ample supply of shovels, a good strong rope
and a winch in the back of our jeep. Not that the
weather was the only problem as one of the
northern roads ran close to the border with Laos,
through areas said to contain terrorists who have
a habit of shooting at anything resembling a

government vehicle. Needless to say our jeep
resembles a government vehicle but this did not
deter Barry Paget and his small fearless band of
immortals from entering the area. You will no
doubt be glad to hear that everybody returned to
safety later the same day with not a bullet hole

in sight.
While SWKP looked after the engineering side
of this study, the economic aspect was under the
control of the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU),
a British firm of economists who have worked
with SWKP on several projects abroad (mainly
in Africa). They were represented by John
Colloff who flew out for a short but busy stay in
Bangkok to help us with the proposal. t was
a pity that, after all the effort put into the pre
liminary reconnaisance and preparation of the
proposal, we were not awarded the contract.
Still the experience gained from this exercise may
well come in useful at some later date.
The other project in Thailand with which
SWKP are involved, namely the new campus
for the Asian Institute of Technology, was
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officially opened on the 14th February this year
by His Majesty the King of Thailand. AlT,
originally the SEATO graduate school, is an
establishment for engineers from all over Asia
(a few from outside Asia too) and is devoted
entirely to postgraduate studies leading to
Masters and Doctorate Degrees. The new
campus is situated about 40 km north of Bangkok
and occupies an area of about 17 sq km, although
less than half of this has been developed at present
The general layout of the campus together
with the main buildings, were designed by the
British firm of architects, Robert Matthew,
Johnson-Marshall and Partners. SWKP were
responsible for the initial development of the
site and for providing the water supply and
sewerage systems during the Stage I development.
The site development contract involved con
structing an earth bund and drainage canal
around the whole site, building up a central
raised area of about 100,000 sq m for the main
campus buildings, digging site drainage ditches
and putting in a network of surfaced roads. A
sewage treatment area was also constructed
during this contract.
SWKP’s part in the Stage 1 contract consisted
of the supervision of piling operations (altogether
nearly 2,000 piles were driven), the installation of
foul and surface water drainage systems and the
main water supply network. As well as laying
considerable lengths of pipe, including two
thrust bores beneath the busy main north road
from Bangkok, this involved the installation of a
deep well hole, the construction of two pumping
stations and a water tower, the latter being about
30 m in height and having a total capacity of

more than 600 cu m of water.
Visitors to Bangkok this time have been few in
number. However we were pleased to welcome
Mr. Sang and Mr. and Mrs. Elliott who were in
Bangkok to attend the opening ceremony of AlT.
Another visitor, joining us from Hong Kong,
was Des Boon who arrived just before Christmas
to take over while Terry Ottway was on leave.
We will be seeing Des back again shortly when he
takes up his position as RE on one of the feeder
roads.
While on the subject of vistors, we would like to
extend an invitation to any others of you who
find themselves in this part of the world to pay
Thailand a visit, as we have yet to encounter a
dissatisfied customer. No. 43 Soi Atthawimon
is where it all happens and so well known is it
that there is hardly a taxi driver in Bangkok
that knows where the soi (street) is. Upon
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entering the air-conditioned comfort of the office
you will be directed upstairs to the engineers’

offices. At this point you will almost certainly
notice the motley collection of shoes that sur
rounds the bottom step. This is because the upper
floor of the house has a highly polished wooden
floor which would be quickly ruined if everybody
wore shoes when walking about on it. In fact it is
the local custom here in Thailand for visitors to

remove their shoes before entering the house.
We are probably the only office in the SWKP

world where the engineers take off their shoes to
go to work.
Finally we would like to congratulate a former
member of this office, Chris Wright, on his
marriage earlier this year and wish him all the
best and ‘chok dee’ from all of us.
BEAU TI-IAI

Brunei
The ‘Brunei’ Newsletter should now more
correctly be entitled the ‘Brunei international
Airport’ Newsletter, as with the departure of
our Resident Representative and his wife, Vic
and Pat Lawley and Mike and Rose Earwaker
at the end of February and John Efford and Sau
(draughtsman) in early March, the SWKP
Brunei office closed down after seven years.
Mrs. Peggy Lim will stay until the end of March
to help in the final rites, and Mr. Joseph (Office
Manager) will then move to the Airport Site.
Job Lim, seconded from the PWD for four years,
has returned to the fold and his place has been
taken by Awang Noordin, also from the PWD.
Nicholas Chung returned to his home in Sabah
and Paul and Aliki Croney left after a year in
Brunei for Hong Kong, where Paul will spend a
few months in the office. Molly and Van Aswegen
left in January after a three month stay in Brunei.
With the Lawleys, MacKinlays, Earwakers,
Croneys and Van Aswegens in Hong Kong.
the residents will no doubt be entertained to

some tall stories about life in the Brunei ‘ulu’
amid the savage head hunters.
The airport site staff has reduced in numbers
to 13 and the indications are that the middle of

the year should see the departure of the last
SWKP representatives. Paul Christopher, DRE,
is next in line for release, at the end of March.
Brunei must now be unique in one respect as
it has two international airports within a mile of

one another in operation simultaneously; (fortu
nately the runways are parallel). MAS use the
old airport for their F27 Friendship services and
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Cathay Pacific and SIA the new airport with
Convairs and Boeing 737 jets respectively.
Although Bandar Sen Begawan (formerly
Brunei Town), has had water rationing for the
last four years, things are really serious now
with a three hour supply only every second day.
Notwithstanding the 100 in. per year average
rainfall, water is scarce and since early December,
1972, less than 2 in. has fallen on BSB. The
contractors are now claiming that the dust is
proving as much of a nuisance as the mud
experienced previously.
Since the opening of the new airport in
November last, visitors have been fewer in
number, but Mr. Elliott made a two-week visit in
January. Later this year the terminal buildings
should be completed and it is expected that a
more ‘formal’ opening of the airport will be held
then which might be the occasion for a final visit
to Brunei of the senior personnel who have been
concerned with the project since its inception
in 1966.
On the sporting scene, Lew Jardine and Paul
Christopher are the reigning (unofficial) darts
champions (they claim alcohol improves their
aim), and Lew in determined masochist fashion
each week runs miles in a crazy sport called
‘Hashing’—a paperchase through the jungle.
The SWKP cricket six are in serious training for
the next State six-a-side competition to be
played in early April and have high hopes of
outright victory this time.
We expect that the next Newsletter will be the
last from Brunei so watch this space for the final
missive!

Bangladesh

Transport

Survey—i 973
After a break approaching two years the
Transport Survey in Bangladesh has been reborn.
With the exception of the Airports Engineer
the SWKP contingent is complete, though Peter
Berry, Mathias Djuibak and Peter Cassell still
have to be joined by their wives.
With the exception of Peter Holland and Bruce
Marshall, traffic engineer and railways consultant
respectively, the present SWKP team contains
none of those who were here previously in 1971,

though Fred Russ did spend three weeks in
Dacca at the end of last year helping with the
setting up of the office and accounting system.
The first engineer on the scene was Peter Berry,
ex Cyprus, followed closely by John Henley, a
week before Christmas. Christmas itself was a
celibate affair, with Peter Arledge of Economist
Intelligence Unit (who will be remembered by
the previous team, and is once again leading the
study), Peter &rry and John Henley being the
only residents. Peter Cassell at that time was in
Singapore, where he had gone to make purchases
on the studies behalf.
Peter Holland arrived in early January, and
was joined a week later by Anne Holland and the
children, all veterans of Dacca. The same flight
from London also brought Anjali Henley.
Mathias Djuibak and Rob Mansfield, Roads
and Railways Engineers, arrived later in January,
and Rob’s wife Tempe arrived here just three days
ago.
Bruce Marshall, Railway Consultant, arrived
iii late February, and Tim Hunt, Soils Engineer,
flew in from Nairobi at the beginning of March.
Maurice Watson recently spent a week with us,
and we look forward to further visits of London
staff shortly.
Although a year has elapsed since Bangladesh
gained independance, conditions remain difficult,
in some respects almost on an emergency footing.
Setting up the survey has presented many
problems, particularly from the accommodation,
transport and supply standpoints. Sharing has
been the order of the day in these initial stages,
but the difficulties are slowly ironing themselves
out and the first stages of the study, principally
data collection, inventorying and traffic work, are
now well under way.
As previously, SWKP is associated in the
study with FlU and SARM Associates (still
headed by pipe smoking Sanaullah Sheikh), and
the majority of the previous planning commission
staff are still here. Even some domestic staff, who
worked in team members houses previously, have
sought us out and been re-employed.
Despite the difficult conditions, the heat, the
many frustrations we have encountered, this
country still holds immense charm, and never
ceases to surprise. We hope in a forthcoming
issue to describe something of that charm, the
country and its people, as well as report on the
progress of the study.
Joy Bangla!
JOHN HENLEY
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Kendal
“A sheep track may traverse the whole width
of a mountain without gaining or losing more
than a few feet in height. Sheep do not like
going up or down, and since their function is not
to climb mountains but to eat grass they show
good sense by performing it with as little effort
as possible. It is often amusing to see how
boulders and other obstacles to horizontal pro
gress are circumvented and how persistently the
same contour is maintained in the crossing of a
deeply cut beck. Their tracks are centuries old:
small dainty feet have pattered along them since
long before human walkers came upon the
scene. Today we see the principles of the sheep
tracks adopted in the construction of motorways.
Our skilled engineers are learning the lessons the
stupid sheep have always known
(A. Wainwright: Fellwanderer).
One suspects a note of sarcasm in the writings
of Mr. Wainwright, a well-known local author.
He forgets, however, the difference in design
speed between a sheep and a motor car—some
55—65 mph depending on just how hard the sheep
is being pressed. Nor is it within the sheep’s
capabilities to span a gorge from one side to
t’uther without a long detour. The Herdwick’s
high jumping may reach peaks but their long
jumps just do not compare with our bridge spans.
it is fitting that what will probably be our last
newsletter from a Westmorland Design Office
assumes a nostalgic tone. Our associations with
the area have been pleasant in most respects
despite opposition in some quarters not so much
to us, but to our motives. We have pleased many
locals and confounded a few—people who
thought the mountains formed an impenetrable
barrier except for roads such as the notorious A6.
Now they have a Civic Trust Award Winning
Motorway on their doorstep, which gets them to
a Morecambe theatre or a Carlisle sheep auction
so much more conveniently. With apologies to
our Glasgow Office it enables their countryfolk
to spend the Scottish Bank Holidays in Blackpool
or make their annual pilgrimage to Wembley or
Twickenham without disturbing the peace in
Kendal High Street.
Having therefore left behind suitable monu
ments to posterity it remains solely to dot the
i’s and cross the t’s of our latest piece of road
design over the border in Cumberland. Our last
stronghold in Kendal is crumbling and a book is
being opened on the man who will finally haul

down the Finkle Street flag and dispatch it sorrow
fully to Stockport. Main contestants in this race
are Phil Cotton, Mike Leathers and your corres
pondent. Our secretary, Frances, and chauffeur,
printer and general adviser, Frank, are to be
swallowed up by the Kendal Link Site Orgariisa
tion. Frances has in her time typed so many bills
of quantity that on the next job we feel we shall
with confidence be able to point to the route of the
road on a 2- in. map and leave her to compose
the bill.
The three contestants in the ‘backward race’, or
rather the race to be last away, are now struggling
with accommodation works, traffic signs and
undertakers of the statutory type. On the personal
side Mike Leathers reports he is not yet married
but is taking a course of driving lessons. He has
drawn out so many regulatory and warning signs
that should he knock any over he will at least be
able to quote its DoE reference number and
identify the three-phase top mounted colour
corrected mercury lighting unit controlled by
Phil Cotton has recently
photo-electric cell
been busy keeping beaurocracy at bay. He has
already repelled the man from the district
valuer’s office who came to measure our chimney
breast, and wanted to know where we hid our
snooker table. Then came the public health
inspector who tried to get us to agree to instal
new toilet facilities—this within three months of
the end of our lease.
Phil reports that Burns Gill Flume has been
cunningly designed to use up Westmorland’s
supplies of cement and aggregate. It will remain
intact even if the motorway is washed away by
catastrophic floods.
Finally, the office was well represented at an
Institution of Highway Engineers meeting in
Keswick recently where it heard about the carry
ing out of a survey of people broken down by
age and sex. Just how the surveyors decided
which was the culprit was not entirely clear, but
how about it traffic section? How have we
managed so long without such important vital
.
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statistics!

R. M.
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Canada
Dear essduballyewkaypee
At about the time you read this, I shall be
down at the old Corral watching Queenie and
Phil the Greek opening the 1973 Calgary Stam
pede. What illustrious company for me! From

SPRING, 1973

March onwards, everyone has been building up
for the event. It’s a great spectacle (even if you
wear glasses), when I was last here 1 caught the
wild cow milking and chuck-wagon racing!
This time I get to see the professional cowboys
riding the Brahmas and stallions.
As I write this, near the end of April, with the
three-nibbed sword of Damocles Disney hanging
over me, winter is almost gone. It rained today,
for the first time since last October. The ‘winter’
has been incredibly mild and sunny, apart from
two or three weeks of the usual —35° (67° of
frost) stuff, its been above zero most days.
Calgary is actually at the centre of the ‘chinook’
region; chinooks are strong warm winds which
sweep in from the south-west and can increase
the temperature by anything up to 80°, in only a
couple of hours. The drop in the other direction is
equally quick.
The emphasis in winter is obviously on snow
sport when the temperature allows it; the snow
in Banff (about 80 miles from here, in the
Rockies) is probably the best in the world,
because the air is so dry. For those of us who
can’t afford the time (not to mention the money!)
to go out to the Rockies too often, there’s ice
hockey, in which the Canadians are definitely
top nation. it’s a crunching game, even the
spectators are not safe (1 got knocked out by a
mis-flicked puck!)
For the more mature (Dick Brown’s words)
and wiser of us, there’s always that olde English
game of squash, which is also played over here
with a very hard, dangerous ball. I’ve seen two
or three people even older than Dick playing too!
I suppose at this point I should mention that
Calgary is in the foothills of the Rockies, not, as
commonly supposed, in the Prairies. The city is
a sprawling mess, 425,000 with an area of about
170 square miles; with wide highways and streets
in a neat grid; it’s truly a monument to the North
American passion for the automobile! Only
second-class people ride the bus (about 8 % go to
work by bus, cf 85 in London); and only
unmentionables hitch-hike! I hitch-hike. Walking
can be painful and dangerous, because of the
vast quantities of gravel put down in the winter
for the highways and streets. And you’re always
liable to get rubbed out by a car skidding on
the stuff!
A great use for the car is going to the ‘cabaret’.
But, I hear the whisper go up, cabarets in a
cowtown such as this? Yes, indeed, but not what
you’re thinking. A cabaret here is a bit like the
lounge bar of the Green Man enlarged maybe
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10—20 times, with tables everywhere at which you
must sit to be served by the waiters, who bring
round trays brimful of glasses of beer. Beer, did I
say? When Mike Slinn wrote in a past issue of
Ponrifact that the first thing he did on getting
back to England from New York State, was make
for the pub and a pint, I pooh-poohed it. Yet
that’s precisely what I shall do! The beer here is
all lagerish, and bloats one very quickly; the
average paunch has to be seen to be believed!
The arts are beginning to flourish here, with a
really very fine symphony orchestra, and an
active theatre. Plenty of cinemas, too, when the
films eventually get here. Clockwork Orange is
banned, though they let Song of Norway through.
And, just like everywhere else, Her bikini iiever
got wet and Swedish fly-girls!
The people out here are a real mixed bag;
just as an example, 60 of the University teach
ing staff is non-Canadian. And a lot of the
students too! You tend to develop a strong feeling
for the West, united against the ‘tricky Dickies’
back east; the West has certainly not had it’s
fair share of the Federal budget recently, that
much is obvious to anyone. But of course the
biggest distrust is of the Americans; many
people sincerely feel that Nixon et al., now that
Vietnam is out of the way, will be turning to the
possible annexation of Canada. The thought isn’t
so wild when you consider that the USA controls
about 85 % of Canadian businesses. It’s ironical
that Alberta, which must be one of the richest
areas in the world for natural resources, oil, gas,
timber, minerals, has to sell all these materials
raw to the States, where they are processed and
sold back to us as products at a hefty profit.
I think I’d better stand down from the platform
of my own making, before I send the entire
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three-nibbed sword of Damocles Disney hanging
over me, winter is almost gone. It rained today,
for the first time since last October. The ‘winter’
has been incredibly mild and sunny, apart from
two or three weeks of the usual —35° (67° of
frost) stuff, its been above zero most days.
Calgary is actually at the centre of the ‘chinook’
region; chinooks are strong warm winds which
sweep in from the south-west and can increase
the temperature by anything up to 80°, in only a
couple of hours. The drop in the other direction is
equally quick.
The emphasis in winter is obviously on snow
sport when the temperature allows it; the snow
in Banff (about 80 miles from here, in the
Rockies) is probably the best in the world,
because the air is so dry. For those of us who
can’t afford the time (not to mention the money!)
to go out to the Rockies too often, there’s ice
hockey, in which the Canadians are definitely
top nation. it’s a crunching game, even the
spectators are not safe (1 got knocked out by a
mis-flicked puck!)
For the more mature (Dick Brown’s words)
and wiser of us, there’s always that olde English
game of squash, which is also played over here
with a very hard, dangerous ball. I’ve seen two
or three people even older than Dick playing too!
I suppose at this point I should mention that
Calgary is in the foothills of the Rockies, not, as
commonly supposed, in the Prairies. The city is
a sprawling mess, 425,000 with an area of about
170 square miles; with wide highways and streets
in a neat grid; it’s truly a monument to the North
American passion for the automobile! Only
second-class people ride the bus (about 8 % go to
work by bus, cf 85 in London); and only
unmentionables hitch-hike! I hitch-hike. Walking
can be painful and dangerous, because of the
vast quantities of gravel put down in the winter
for the highways and streets. And you’re always
liable to get rubbed out by a car skidding on
the stuff!
A great use for the car is going to the ‘cabaret’.
But, I hear the whisper go up, cabarets in a
cowtown such as this? Yes, indeed, but not what
you’re thinking. A cabaret here is a bit like the
lounge bar of the Green Man enlarged maybe
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10—20 times, with tables everywhere at which you
must sit to be served by the waiters, who bring
round trays brimful of glasses of beer. Beer, did I
say? When Mike Slinn wrote in a past issue of
Ponrifact that the first thing he did on getting
back to England from New York State, was make
for the pub and a pint, I pooh-poohed it. Yet
that’s precisely what I shall do! The beer here is
all lagerish, and bloats one very quickly; the
average paunch has to be seen to be believed!
The arts are beginning to flourish here, with a
really very fine symphony orchestra, and an
active theatre. Plenty of cinemas, too, when the
films eventually get here. Clockwork Orange is
banned, though they let Song of Norway through.
And, just like everywhere else, Her bikini iiever
got wet and Swedish fly-girls!
The people out here are a real mixed bag;
just as an example, 60 of the University teach
ing staff is non-Canadian. And a lot of the
students too! You tend to develop a strong feeling
for the West, united against the ‘tricky Dickies’
back east; the West has certainly not had it’s
fair share of the Federal budget recently, that
much is obvious to anyone. But of course the
biggest distrust is of the Americans; many
people sincerely feel that Nixon et al., now that
Vietnam is out of the way, will be turning to the
possible annexation of Canada. The thought isn’t
so wild when you consider that the USA controls
about 85 % of Canadian businesses. It’s ironical
that Alberta, which must be one of the richest
areas in the world for natural resources, oil, gas,
timber, minerals, has to sell all these materials
raw to the States, where they are processed and
sold back to us as products at a hefty profit.
I think I’d better stand down from the platform
of my own making, before I send the entire
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has been awarded to A. Monk & Co. Ltd and
consists of approximately 10 km of two lane dual
carriageways, 25 km of side road realignment,
three interchanges, various road and foot bridges,
vehicular and pedestrian underpasses and both
conventional and diaphragm retaining walls.
The smaller Contract is known as Stainton
Section and has been awarded to Dowsett
Engineering Contractor’s Limited. This consists
of some 13 km of dual carriageway, including an
interchange.
Work started in earnest at the beginning of
January and Gordon Frankland (cx London) set
up shop in a small semi-detached house which is
ultimately destined for demolition. He was
joined by Phil Elgie, who has been seconded to
us from Teesside County Borough, and together
they fought the preliminary skirmishes with the
local residents. February saw the arrival of Ken
Wigmore as CRE (cx London), Anthony Clarke
(cx London) and Bernard McQuiggan, a new
recruit from Warwickshire. Nat Kennedy and
Jim Binmore (both formerly with the Firm on
the M6) arrived to keep experienced eyes on the
roadwoi ks and bridgeworks respectively. Secre
tarial help arrived in the very acceptable shapes
of Yvonne Pragnell and Sheila Edwards—both
girls previously worked in the Firm’s Stockton
office. By this time our three bed semi was be
coming a little overcrowded and it was obvious
that any further new arrivals would be banished
to the garage or, even worse, allocated the
smallest room in the house. Relief was at hand,
however, and we moved into our new ‘permanent’
offices at the beginning of March. This month
saw the arrival of Allen Flatman (cx London)
and also Janet Flatman, who joined Yvonne
and Sheila in the General Office. John Pratt

also joined us from North Riding County
Council and Mason Liddle (another cx M6 man)
arrived to reinforce the roadworks side. In the
middle of the month we were pleased to see Mr.
McDermott, Jimmy James and Trevor Hancock
up here for the formal inauguration of work on
the Parkway by the Mayor of Teesside. In the
course of this ceremony the Mayor viewed the
Parkway line through a theodolite and drove a
large crane.
By this time our structures staff were a little
thin on the ground, and appeals to London
resulted in the appearance of Mike Kennedy (cx
everywhere!) on temporary loan. We also
acquired another SWKP old lag, Bill Brooks, as
a Structures Inspector.
Next to appear were Ben Blewitt, Allan
Kennedy and Michael Wyse. They are helping
Gordon Frankland keep track of the measure
ment side of the project. Ray Berry also joined
us in May as our draughtsman, and our roadworks Inspectorate was further reinforced by
Jim Morison. June saw the arrival of Pat Crummy
as RE (Bridges) (cx Belfast) and John Moffitt as
RE (Roads). Jim Mathias (cx Hong Kong) also
joined us.
And so the team is just about complete. Our
general office is the envy of the Contractor, our
tea lady Olive dispenses endless cups of tea,
coffee and orange juice to keep us going, and Phil
Elgie can tell us the best place to buy anything
from a sack of fertiliser to a sheet of 4 mm teak
veneered ply at the lowest possible price. The
Parkway promises to be a very interesting and
enjoyable job.
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An Excellent Herb
English master at school advised
us to scatter pertinent quotations

throughout our essays: not too
many, but enough to arouse interest and adver
tise our erudition. In applying this advice to an

essay on tea, however, one finds that literature
has little respect for the sublime beverage.
Masefield thought it ‘fit only for a wench’;
Congreve and Fielding associated it with scandal;
Keats preferred leaping into the ocean to taking

20 in. Again, after another four years, they
prune them to 22 in. When a further four years
have passed they prune back to 18 in. and start
the three-stage, twelve-year cycle again. If the
bushes are pruned to lower than 18 in. the pluckers
get back-ache; if they are allowed to grow higher
than 22 in., the pluckers sometimes cannot reach

the middle of the bush.

‘tea and comfortable advice’, while Thackeray
likened its taste to boiled boots.
Nonetheless, tea is perhaps the most popular
drink in the world; and for those of us who work
on Tea Roads Contracts in Kenya it is our
temporary raison d’etre. The housing site for
Contract No. 5 is situated on a tea estate in

Western Kenya. Our houses surround (but do
not encroach upon) that of our tea-growing
squire; we are close to the estate’s factory; and

in some directions, all that one can see is tea.

ALLEN FLATMAN

Pruning is carried out so that every bush is at
the same height and a flat tea-table is produced.
The only leaves picked from a tea-bush are the

P.S. Overheard in the Main Office: ‘On the
M6...’.

two leaves and the bud at the top of the bush.
Hence the advantage of a flat tea-table: when it

looks as though it needs a shave, it’s time for
plucking.
Horticulturalists and urbane rose-growers will

Crossword Competition
Crossword enthusiasts, here’s your chance to
show your ability in compiling a crossword and
make other people rack their brains for a change.

Mr. Hawkey wilL be asked to judge the entries,
and premium bonds will be awarded to the three

Tea leaves grow on the tops of green bushes.

If you let a tea bush grow unchecked it turns into

your contribution to the Editors under confiden

a tree; leaves can be plucked from a tree but you
need stilts to get at them. Planters let their
seedlings grow for about four years and then

tial cover. Suggested size 15 >< 15 squares. Closing
date—3lst October, 1973.

more years they prune them again; this time to

most original. Winning entries will be featured in
future editions of Pontifact, so please forward

they prune them to a height of 18 in. After four

be interested to learn that the bushes are planted
on a 4 ft square grid or a 5 ft by 3 ft rectangular
grid, and are trained to spread outwards with
increasing height so that adjacent bushes touch
each other at the height of the tea table. The
greater the top area of the bush, the more the
pluckable tips and shoots that are produced

and the greater the yield. Planters place their
bushes in straight lines for ease of plucking and
for aesthetic reasons: the distant sight of acres
of rolling hills under a uniform well-tended tea-
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table, and crossed by streams, paths and wind
breaks (generally straight rows of seed-bearing
tea trees), approaches in beauty to that of an
English country garden lawn.
Tea bushes used to be grown from seeds; but
similar-looking seeds sometimes grew into
different types of bush and now the planters
(undoubtedly under orders from Whitehall, the
tea-consumer’s Mecca and home of mellifluous
phrases) have changed to Vegetative Propagation,
or planting cuttings. Plucking takes place about
once a week, the plantations being divided into
six or seveil areas per plucking gang. Plucking is
harder than it looks; without his strong plastic
apron on, each plucker would emerge from the
bushes with wet, torn clothes and a large number
of easily-festering wounds where he had been
scratched by stalks while forcing his way through
the bushes. Tea bushes last indefinitely so being a
plucker is a job for life, unless the bushes are
attacked by disease (e.g. Armillaria) or moles.
Grass can be a problem, too, because the deeprooted varieties tend to starve the bushes of
nutrition and water; the l00°/ shadow beneath
touching bushes ensures that grass cannot grow
amid the tea. In our area fertiliser is applied
twice-yearly, the emphasis being on adding
nitrogen.
Perhaps the greatest natural hazard planters
face is hail. Large stones of
in. diameter or
more can strip a tea bush of buds, tips, mature
leaves and even branches. Recovery time from
a heavy hailstorm can be as much as six months,
and a disastrous storm may even destroy a
plantation entirely. The Nandi Hills and Kericho
tea-growing areas of Kenya lie on plateaux just
to the east of, and from two to four thousand feet
above, Lake Victoria. Westerly winds push vast
masses of hot, humid air towards and up to the
plateaux with the result that large thunder cells
form every afternoon in the rainy seasons. (There
are officially two wet seasons but rain can fall
at any time of the year, 100 in. being about the
maximum average). Tea needs water—a bush’s
yield being in almost direct proportion to the
rainfall on it—and until a few years ago the
thunder cells were very welcome. 1-lowever, in
the 1960’s sugar became a major industry in the
low-lying shore areas of Lake Victoria between
the two tea plateaux. The sugar factories produce
much smoke and a lot of cane and waste is
burned in the fields causing (so the tea-growers
assert) millions of colloidal particles to rise into
the upper atmosphere, pollute the thunder cells,
and cause hail to form instead of rain. The
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planters on the Kericho plateau claim that it
has the highest incidence of hail in the world,
with Nandi Hills not far behind. An independent
American company is contracted to the major
growers to suppress the hail, and this they try to
achieve by seeding immature cells (and thus
interfering with their development) from aircraft
equipped with chemical flares and generators.
(The growers used to fire rockets into cells in the
old days). But with as many as twenty cells
floating around the area and only four planes to
combat them, hail still falls onto the tea.
Yield from tea varies not only with the rainfall
but also with the type of bush. Some new varieties
yield up to 2,000 lb of made tea (i.e. 10,000 lb
approximately of freshly-plucked leaf) per acre
per year; for this the grower would receive
about £300. Or, 1+ square miles of tea has a
theoretical annual income of over £250,000 at
that yield. Some China-tea bushes grow in
Nandi Hills, but their yield is extremely low
(about 300 lb per acre per year) and they are
not encouraged; our squire used to crosspollinate them (in the old seed-growing days)
with his Burma-tea bushes for added flavour

with only slightly-reduced yield; vegetative pro
pagation has put a stop to that. Grafting has
been tried, but unsuccessfully, for tea-bushes are
highly-selective: what grows in A will not grow
in B because the altitude is wrong, or there’s
too much zinc in the soil, or the wind is in the
wrong direction, etc. Experiments can continue
for twenty years before the researchers obtain
worthwhile results and it therefore pays to be
conservative by nature if you wish to be a tea
planter.
So much for the tea bush; but what of the leaf?
Immediately each plucker has a full basket he
takes it to the factory (or puts it on a tea-lorry
which drives smoothly to the factory via im
maculate SWKP roads) where it is weighed and
mixed with all the other freshly-plucked leaf.
When enough leaf has been delivered (about
2,000 lb although the figure varies from factory to
factory) it is placed gently in a long trough about
1 ft deep. Here is undergoes a process known as
‘withering’. Withering reduces the weight of the
leaf by about 40% (this also varies with the type
of manufacture) by driving out the water in the
leaf. The trough has a meshed metal base
beneath which runs a long tunnel; at the end of
the tunnel are placed giant fans which can either
blow air (heated if required) into the tunnel and
up through the leaf, or suck fresh air down
through the leaf and into the tunnel. The process
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takes between 10 and 17 hours, depending on the
weather. An experienced foreman can tell when
the withering process is complete by the feel
and appearance of the leaf; woe on him if he is
wrong, for the 2,000 lb load will not be discarded
if it is too wet or too dry: in the tea industry,
nothing is wasted. But 400 lb of low-quality
made-tea may be the result.
Withering 2,000 lb of leaves (about 10 cubic
metres) at the same rate for each leaf is obviously
impossible to achieve except under controlled
conditions. Hence the need for good roads to
transport the leaf to the factory as quickly as
possible.
The withered leaf is then taken to a giant
mincing-machine (called a Rotovane) wherein
starts the fermentation process. When a tea leaf
is crushed and bruised it immediately starts
fermenting; if’ it is too wet (unwithered) and
hence relatively brittle, the Rotovane is unable
to crush the cells in each leaf efficiently—it
merely chops each leaf into little pieces. If the
leaf is too dry, fermentation may have started
already, disrupting the rest of the factory process.
Mature leaves, although larger and more plenti
ful, will not ferment easily and hence they are
not picked (except in Russia, where somewhat
indiscriminate plucking-machines have been
introduced). They are, besides, necessary for the
proper growth of the tea bush and have a rotten
taste.
As soon as the leaf leaves the Rotovane it
starts fermenting. It is in a crushed and cut-up
condition and if you squeeze a handful of it a
yellowy-green juice appears.
The quality of leaf is assessed by its size. The
smaller it is, the stronger it is but also, un
fortunately, the worse tasting. The larger it is,
the better-tasting but the weaker. A happy mean
is achieved at a point somewhere above the size of
a B.S. 25 sieve. The capacity for a leaf to be cut
to the optimum size is mainly a quality of the
leaf, and adjusting the Rotovane will make only
two or three per cent difference to the amount of
leaf within the acceptable grading envelope, as
it were.
The tea now undergoes a primary selection
process, the really large stuff (poor quality
stalk, etc.) being sieved from the medium-tosmall (medium-to-high quality). The ratio on our
estate is about one of poor to four of mediumand-high.
The separated tea is then placed in deep metal
trolleys which are attached to a large air-duct.
Warm moist air is blown into the base of the
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trolley and rises slowly and uniformly through
the tea until the tea temperature reaches 80°F.
This raising of the temperature of the tea with
humid air increases the rate of fermentation.
When 80°F is reached, the tea is allowed to cool
slowly to 73° or 74°F; this stage is reached
when the tea has been fermenting for between 1*
and 2 hours. The leaf is now in a relatively dry
state (to look at) and is beginning to turn a
coppery-brown.
The fermentation must now be stopped or the
tea will not taste like tea at all. The leaf is taken
in its trolleys to a large continuous-belt heating
machine. As the leaf slowly zig-zags its way
downwards through the machine, hot air raises
its temperature to 130°F (and over) and fernien
tation ceases. The leaf leaves the heater black in
colour and with about 1--% or less moisture
content; the grains are hot, separate and hard.
It is now in the condition it is in when you buy it;
with a few differences. For example, the moisture
content of packet tea in British shops is about
12%: someone, somewhere between factory and
shop, is making a 10% profit just by letting the
tea absorb moisture.
Once out of the heater, the tea is allowed to
cool overnight: handling it excessively now
would turn it grey and reduce its value. The
following day it is sieved twice more; the first
time to remove from it all stalks, bits of basket,
bark, stone, etc., and then again to separate the
grains into their various sizes (and qualities).
Our factory produces the grades of tea shown
on page 22.
The various grades then individually go into a
wind-tunnel which blows any remaining stalks
out of the
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leaf by about 40% (this also varies with the type
of manufacture) by driving out the water in the
leaf. The trough has a meshed metal base
beneath which runs a long tunnel; at the end of
the tunnel are placed giant fans which can either
blow air (heated if required) into the tunnel and
up through the leaf, or suck fresh air down
through the leaf and into the tunnel. The process
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takes between 10 and 17 hours, depending on the
weather. An experienced foreman can tell when
the withering process is complete by the feel
and appearance of the leaf; woe on him if he is
wrong, for the 2,000 lb load will not be discarded
if it is too wet or too dry: in the tea industry,
nothing is wasted. But 400 lb of low-quality
made-tea may be the result.
Withering 2,000 lb of leaves (about 10 cubic
metres) at the same rate for each leaf is obviously
impossible to achieve except under controlled
conditions. Hence the need for good roads to
transport the leaf to the factory as quickly as
possible.
The withered leaf is then taken to a giant
mincing-machine (called a Rotovane) wherein
starts the fermentation process. When a tea leaf
is crushed and bruised it immediately starts
fermenting; if’ it is too wet (unwithered) and
hence relatively brittle, the Rotovane is unable
to crush the cells in each leaf efficiently—it
merely chops each leaf into little pieces. If the
leaf is too dry, fermentation may have started
already, disrupting the rest of the factory process.
Mature leaves, although larger and more plenti
ful, will not ferment easily and hence they are
not picked (except in Russia, where somewhat
indiscriminate plucking-machines have been
introduced). They are, besides, necessary for the
proper growth of the tea bush and have a rotten
taste.
As soon as the leaf leaves the Rotovane it
starts fermenting. It is in a crushed and cut-up
condition and if you squeeze a handful of it a
yellowy-green juice appears.
The quality of leaf is assessed by its size. The
smaller it is, the stronger it is but also, un
fortunately, the worse tasting. The larger it is,
the better-tasting but the weaker. A happy mean
is achieved at a point somewhere above the size of
a B.S. 25 sieve. The capacity for a leaf to be cut
to the optimum size is mainly a quality of the
leaf, and adjusting the Rotovane will make only
two or three per cent difference to the amount of
leaf within the acceptable grading envelope, as
it were.
The tea now undergoes a primary selection
process, the really large stuff (poor quality
stalk, etc.) being sieved from the medium-tosmall (medium-to-high quality). The ratio on our
estate is about one of poor to four of mediumand-high.
The separated tea is then placed in deep metal
trolleys which are attached to a large air-duct.
Warm moist air is blown into the base of the
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trolley and rises slowly and uniformly through
the tea until the tea temperature reaches 80°F.
This raising of the temperature of the tea with
humid air increases the rate of fermentation.
When 80°F is reached, the tea is allowed to cool
slowly to 73° or 74°F; this stage is reached
when the tea has been fermenting for between 1*
and 2 hours. The leaf is now in a relatively dry
state (to look at) and is beginning to turn a
coppery-brown.
The fermentation must now be stopped or the
tea will not taste like tea at all. The leaf is taken
in its trolleys to a large continuous-belt heating
machine. As the leaf slowly zig-zags its way
downwards through the machine, hot air raises
its temperature to 130°F (and over) and fernien
tation ceases. The leaf leaves the heater black in
colour and with about 1--% or less moisture
content; the grains are hot, separate and hard.
It is now in the condition it is in when you buy it;
with a few differences. For example, the moisture
content of packet tea in British shops is about
12%: someone, somewhere between factory and
shop, is making a 10% profit just by letting the
tea absorb moisture.
Once out of the heater, the tea is allowed to
cool overnight: handling it excessively now
would turn it grey and reduce its value. The
following day it is sieved twice more; the first
time to remove from it all stalks, bits of basket,
bark, stone, etc., and then again to separate the
grains into their various sizes (and qualities).
Our factory produces the grades of tea shown
on page 22.
The various grades then individually go into a
wind-tunnel which blows any remaining stalks
out of the
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Made-tea leaf size

Name
BOP 1
BOP
BOPF
FOP

medium large
medium small
small

1st
2nd

large

4th

Dust I
Dust 2
PF
BP
BM
BMF

very small
very small
medium small (and light-coloured)
large
large (stalks, etc.)
small (stalks, etc.)

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

TOP

80-85%

OFF

l5—20

Back Again

Glossary: B=broken, 0= orange, P=pekoe, F=fannings, M=mixed.

leaf and, secondly, because the leaf tends to
absorb the taste of the paper and reproduce it
in the liquor. When you buy tea-bags in the
United Kingdom, moreover, the chances are
that they are at least two-months old, and will
have absorbed much moisture; all that they can
produce is a grey tasteless swill. You may like it,
however, so don’t be put off by what I say.
The quality of the leaf supplied by planters is
checked by the brokers before they auction it;
the leaf itself is invariable but the manufacturing
process sometimes impairs the quality (e.g. if
fermentation is allowed to continue for too long).
On every broker’s staff is a tea-taster who first
examines the leaf for grain size and colour (it
should be a rich blackish colour with no hint of
grey), and then puts 54 gm of the leaf into a
large white porcelain mug and fills the mug with
fresh water (preferably rain-water) that has just
boiled. He covers the mug, leaves it for six
minutes and then pours the liquor into a white
tea-cup. He visually examines the liquor and the
tea-leaves for ‘brightness’ (a characteristic diffi
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Percentage of tea produced
in this size

Grading
3rd
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cult to describe) and tastes the liquor for ‘cup
quality’ and ‘character’. The last two terms are
the tasters’ way of describing the liquor’s fresh
ness, bite, pleasantness, strength, aroma, etc.
A broker’s report on a tea may run something
like this:
LEAF: Blackish, well-sized but a little stalk is
noticeable in the BOPI while the BOP and
BOPF are clean as is also the DUST 1. The
BMF is naturally rather fibrous but flaky and
light and also a little dusty.
LIQUORs: Bright, and the top grades are quite
brisk with some character and show an im
provement. The remaining teas are quite
satisfactory for the grades.
INFUSIONS: Bright.
The process of manufacture I have described is
known as the Orthodox. There are two other pro
cesses—the CTC (Crushing, Tearing, Curling)
and the Leg Cut—which differ from the Orthodox
in their percentage weight reduction during
withering, their method of cutting the leaves and
starting fermentation, and their length of time of
fermentation. Because of these differences, the
tea produced by the CTC or the Leg Cut process
is of a similar quality to but a different character
from that produced by the Orthodox.
Having once successfully combined agriculture
with engineering, those of us on this contract
sincerely hope that when our time comes to
leave Kenya SWKP will have forged more links
with the EEC so that we may all be transferred
to wine-roads at Chateau Lathe. Beer-roads
around Munich would also be acceptable, but,
please: no potato-roads in Eire.
TIM CONWAY

spite of our two-year absence it is
quite amazing how little has changed
in the independent Bangladesh. Cor
porations and streets are renamed, old stationery
stocks are over-stamped ‘Bangladesh’ and the
new telephone directory is issued with a Bengali
typeface (to the despair of the expatriate com
munity, or of such as have a telephone anyway),
but day-to-day life is as it has been for centuries
—a never-ending battle against natural forces.
Pakistan is merely the most recent colonizing

wave that has rolled back defeated, leaving the
peasant to cope with his burn-out village, his
slaughtered cattle and his empty grain jars.
Dacca looks much the same as before, apart
from the scars left by two more years of alternate
dust and rain. Two years ago, a large waterfilled excavation was proudly billed as ‘site for
a new multi-storey building’. A bamboo-built
village surrounded it and the water was fished
regularly. The billboard has now vanished,
and the village has expanded noticeably. How
ever, the roads, the water supply and the power
supply are being ‘improved’. This, in Dacca as
anywhere else, means that the greatest possible
numbers of roads are dug up in rapid succession
by all concerned—and trenches run wherever
possible at an angle to the road. No-one has yet,
to our knowledge, been besieged by this novel
form of trench warfare, but this can on current
form only be a matter of time. Finding one’s
way home, even when sober, becomes a naviga
tional exercise.
The current fuel crisis, coupled with a chronic
shortage of spare parts and skilled mechanics, is
playing havoc with the traffic. As buses, trucks
and cars go off the roads, they are replaced by
cycle rickshaws and handcarts (the only welcome
side-effect of the cattle shortage being the drop in
the number of ox-carts actually in Dacca itself).
This makes getting about both erratic and slow,
it always was somewhat hazardous. Small flocks
of goats skipping down the main road do not
make for easy driving, and water-buffalo carts
move even more slowly than the ox-carts,

possibly because of the greater length of horn to
be pulled by the driver?
Smallpox (confusingly referred to here as ‘the
pox’) is prevalent in the Old City—a maze of
lanes and alleys running down to the river.
Dodging the police has been superseded by the
newer game of ‘dodge the vaccinators’ and in
spite of police aid the dodgers tend to win.
Boat-dwellers plunged into the river rather than
be vaccinated by our Deputy Director—I am
sure this was no reflection on his professional
skill! ‘The Pakistani pox’, however, is the name

given by our cook to the eternally-hungry
columns of small brown ants, which bite angrily
on discovering that European does not taste as
good as biscuit crumbs.
On the domestic front the position with regard
to all imported goods has worsened, owing to the
lack of imports from what is now Pakistan. But
most shortages can be made good by the use of a
little ingenuity and the waste of a great deal of
time. ‘Muddling through’ is the order of the day,
and helps us all to acquire that happy, relaxed
feeling (or alternatively to raise our bloodpressure to dangerous heights through sheer
frustration). This is no place for the perfectionist
or for the man who frets over details. The main
source of friction is provided by the electricity
supply. This is of widely fluctuating voltage and
subject to frequent interruption. Should it

actually reach one’s house, the internal wiring
has to be seen to be believed and is generally

overloaded. Most of us could by now change a
fuse in our sleep, which fuse is probably irrelevant.

Though as the heat and humidity rise we are
merely very grateful that the electricity does,

usually, work.
We would recommend all those weighed down

by the problems of modern city living

to join us

out here and acquire a new perspective on life.
Whether you prefer it to your old one is another
matter—distance may well lend enchantment, or
you may succumb to the infuriating charm of
Bangladesh.
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The Apapa Road and Ijora Causeway
Reconstruction Project
Official Opening 6th january,

reconstruction of the Apapa Road and
Ijora Causeway in Lagos, Nigeria consists
in fact of the creation of a substantial
section of urban motorway extending for a
length of over three miles. The carriageways
are elevated over a substantial part of the
route and the scheme includes two major inter
changes.

1973

The firm has been assisting the Federal
Ministry of Works and Housing in both the
design and the supervision of the construction
over a period of about six years and the Head of
State, General Yakubu Gowon, officially opened
the scheme on 6th January this year. Mr. Grace
represented London Office at the colourful
opening ceremony.

General Yakubu Gowon
opening the Apapa Road
and Ijora Causeway Re
construction Project in
Lagos on 6th January, 1973

SPRING, 1973
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The accompanying figure gives an idea of the
extent of the work which ties in with adjacent
schemes to provide a connection between the
main docks at the Port of Apapa and the adjacent
industrial area with both Lagos Island and the
Mainland.
The scheme contains eight miles of carriageways and ramps, of which more than half are
elevated, and over seven miles of service roads.
It has been constructed mainly on the line of
existing, and very heavily trafficked, roads
through built-up areas crossed by services,
power lines and two railway tracks. The integra
tion of such a scheme into this area, including

the provision of two major interchanges, has
therefore posed many problems both during the
design and the construction. The foundations
have been more than usually difficult because a
large part of the site consists of relatively recently
reclaimed swamp.
Not only has it been necessary to support the
elevated carriageway structures on piles, it has
also been necessary to provide pile supported
structures for considerable portion of the main
carriageways at ground level.
Construction of the structures is in pre
stressed concrete and reinforced concrete, partly
in situ and partly precast. Beam and slab con-

Elevated carriageways leading from Neck interchange to Apapa Road South
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struction is used for the straighter sections of
elevated carriageways and cellular construction
for the more sharply curved ramps.
Completion of the work was phased so that
individual sections could be brought into use as
the work proceeded in order to alleviate the most
pressing traffic bottlenecks, the final section
being completed in time for the opening ceremony.
The main Contractor is A. Guffanti and Co.
and the contract sum is about Nll8 million.
The outline design of the scheme and detailed

design of the service roads, drainage and lighting
was carried out by the Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing. SWKP provided the detailed
geometric design and the design of the structures
and the majority of this work was carried out in
the London Office. The balance of the design
work was carried out by the Lagos Office who
were also responsible for the assistance provided
to the Federal Ministry of Works and Housing
for the supervision of construction.

It is hoped that as many members of the Firm
as possible will be able to attend the Annual
Cricket Match at Long Ditton on the 22nd June
as this will probably be the last to be held there if
the move to Basingstoke takes place as planned.
Lets have a bumper score not only on the
pitch but in the pavilion!

TRevoR HANCOCK

retrospect it has a right giggle. But it
was far from funny at the time. Perhaps
it was just as well that Mister Bert
Badger, Esq., didn’t kmioit’ ;i’hat ht’as in store for
him;, as lie gazed into the full lem,gth mnirror in the
locker rooni at the Mount Hall Golf Climb.
It had all conic about through Mr. Cronipton, the
Borough Engineer, who, in Bert’s book was a
smashing bloke. Yea,s ago ii’hen Bert first started
with the Borough, Mr. C. had engaged Bert. Now

25 years later, the feelings of regard and mutual
respect ivere as strong as ever.
From tile very start Mr. Cronip ton had per
ceived in Bert that rare type of honest endeavour
to do a first class job. There was never any ‘leanmg
on the spade’ as far as Bert ivas concerned. Indeed
every job he did, was stamped with the halbnark of
good

work mnanship and reliability.

For his part, Bert thought Mr. C’romnptoa was
the ‘best bloke he’d ever knowed.
never let yer
.
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never stab yer in the back, dead genuine
an’ a real gent’.
Bert was lie/I chuffod when Mr. Crompton had
visited him on the site and modestly confided that
he had reached the National final of the NALGO
Singles Go/f Championship and wanted Bert to be
‘stake’ man. “Like what i’ve seen om, tile tel/ce
Mr. C’romp ton, when that there Jack Nicklaus
drives oif an’ a bloke charges up the course wearing
a little coloured monkey jacket and digs a ranging
rod in where the ball is?” queried Bert. “You’ve
got the idea A/bert” said Mr. Croinpton, “and I
thought you might a/so like to be my guest for
lunch’’.
It aas thus that Mr. Bert Badger nas surveying
lumnself in the mirror oft/ic Club Rouse locker room.
Of course, his best blue serge suit had been care
fully draped over a hanger and Bert was no iv
ready for action. Slip-on canvas shoes, neatly
creased flannels, a pale lemon sports shirt and the
lot topped with a flame-coloured monkey jacket
with a ‘Haitch B’ on it—standing for ‘A ckney
Burrer’. His right hand gripped a ranging rod
)t’ith tile determination of a Masai warrior.
“Are we ready Albert?” smiled Mr. Croinpton,
as lie lifted his go/f bag. Bert gave an answering
grin which radiated his complete assurance of
victory. Together they stepped out into the liar!??
sunshine. Perhaps Bert’s slight swagger of confi
dence might have been curbed had he thought of
that vital phrase in Bingo terminology
Mr. Peregrine Fylde, Borough Treasurer of
Cliveden Green, Mr. Crompton’s opponent, was
waiting at the first tee surrounded by an army of
supporters. Tall, gaunt and aloof he towered
above his retinue. He was the personification of
arrogance. Chin uplifted, thin-lipped, his long
adenoidal nose appeared to have a permanent
bad smell under it.
It was as if his Treasurer’s duties had dried his
blood and somehow substituted ice water and
that the only thing which could stir his emotions
was a perfectly balanced balance sheet.
With swift cockney perception Bert made up
don’s like ‘im
his mind. “Ruddy snob
‘ope the guv’ner beats the pants orf ‘im”.
But with his customary smile, born of natural
courtesy, Mr. Crompton shook his opponent’s
hand.
Bert thought he ought to show willing and
strode forward to meet his opposite number,
whose true blue monkey jacket had ‘Peregrine
Fylde’ stencilled on in very bold white letters
and underneath in much smaller type, ‘Cliveden
Green B.C.’.
dali,’,
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Balding, slim as a stick, he nervously gave
Bert his hand, holding it high like a dog offering
its paw.
‘Allo”, said Badger as the other
H
winced at his handshake. “H
How do
you do”, shrilled the man in a thin high voice
which suggested he’d recently taken a swim in a
shark tank and lost.
For the next hour Bert was in his element.
Charging up the fairways and applauding
wildly each time the guv’ner out-drove his
opponent.
As they returned to the Club House for lunch,
Bert took immense delight in baiting ‘Baldy’
from Cliveden Green.
“Reckon yor bloke’s ‘ad it, mate” said Bert
mischievously. ‘Baldy’ flushed and his adam’s
apple shot up and down like a Waring and
I
I do not know how you
Gillow lift. “1
Mr. Peregrine
arrive at that assumption
Fylde is one up”, he retorted triumphantly, his
voice rising even higher.
“He’ll need to be more’n that matey,—rny
guv’ner’s got shots ‘e aint even played yet
an’ don’t fergit, ‘e taught Tony Jacklin”, said
Bert glibly.
‘Baldy’ gaped in startled amazement, his
bright black button pupils resembled twin
I, w
offerings left by a fleeing rabbit. “1
well really”
and he shot off at a rate of knots.
‘Orrible little man”, mused Bert. “I bet ‘es
the one ‘oo sends alit the Rates Demands”.
Lunch was taken amidst a babble of golf
‘the short 4th, the pond hole, pity I
language
dog-leg caused
three putted on the seventh
quite a deal of bother, lovely ‘birdie’ at the
could have been an ‘eagle’. “Must be
eighth
daft”, thought Bert. “I saw a load of birds
wagtails, tlirushes, yeller ‘amniers, they was all
didn’t see one
over the place—’eagle’ my arm
of them, unless it was ol’ beak nose Peregrine”
and with that he retackled his T bone steak like
he’d just been released from Ravensbruck. He
didn’t go a bundle on the wine. thought it had
a bit sharpish. Someone said it
a funny taste
was Shatter Nerve do pap’, which Bert reckoned
was a type of French tonic like ‘Wincarnis’, and
he passed the Stilton cheese cos the pong
reminded him of a football dressing room.
Bert was well fortified when the afternoon
round commenced and lie fairly skipped up the
hOW well wooded fairways. No longer did he
keep with ‘Baldy’ whose incessant ‘Enery
Longhurst’ chatter during the morning round
had got on his ‘wick’. Perhaps it would have
been better had lie stayed in company. Maybe it
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was the excitement of the fact that the Guv’ner
had squared it at the twelfth, or possibly it was
the little grey squirrel which diverted his attention
as he reached the forked path in the wood
leading to the dog-leg 13th. In any event Bert
forked left instead of right.
He saw nothing wrong as he emerged from the
wood onto the tree flanked fairway. There was
the green 150 yards away near the boundary
fence. In fact, though lie didn’t know it, Bert
was looking at the 7th Green from a different
angle as lie edged down near the trees, halted
and waited expectantly for the No. 6 iron shots
to come whistling over the woods. He waited and
waited
‘p’raps they’d lost a ball or sunnink’
and with that drove his ranging rod into the long
grass, folded his arms and leaned back against a
tree trunk. Insects buzzed, birds sang and leaves
rustled very gently. Together they somehow
crooned a gentle lullaby and Bert closing his eyes
in contentment, quietly snoozed. The French
‘Wincarnis’ had done its work well.
Later, as he drifted back to consciousness he
realised that something was crawling high up the
back of his leg inside the string mesh of his
trunks. There was something on the other leg
and on his back too.
At the same instant he became aware of the
angry buzzing coming from the massive winged
halo which encircled him. Bert clapped his hand
to his seat and immediately received a needle
stab of agonising pain in the rump. Then it hit
him
WASPS/—hundreds of them. Bert
didn’t wait. His flannels, monkey jacket, sports
vest and shoes were off iii a flash as a second
searing hot ‘spear’ in his seat galvanised him to
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He burst onto the fairway like he’d been
launched from Cape Kennedy and waving his
arms wildly above his head he rushed pell mell
blindly toward the boundary fence pursued by
the hoard of buzzing fury. The adventurous
member from the strike force was obviously
still clinging to the back of Bert’s mesh trunks
and gave him another ‘dart’ for good measure.
Bert yelled “Oh
1 Oh! Oh!”, thrashed the air
anew and beltd like the clappers—the fear of
another sting giving him even greater impetus.
It was doubly unfortunate that at this precise
moment Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor, in
company with Mrs. Fiona Smyth-Buller, wife of
the local Bishop, were returning from the
District Meeting of the Women’s Guild. They
chose to take the pathway across the Golf
Course because it was the shortest route to
Grange Hall, the home of Lady Elizabeth.
Attracted by the bellowing of Bert, they froze
in horror and Fiona nearly ‘chucked a dummy
on the spot’ at the sight of a near nude figure
seemingly rushing at them from 100 yards away.
“Run Fiona” screamed Lady F., as she half
dragged, half-carried her swooning companion
along the pathway.
Bert was quite unaware of any of this so
occupied was lie in escaping his attackers by
gaining the sanctuary of the woods to his left.
He made it and crashed through the bushes
with the wild abandon of a bulldozer, his heart
pounding and his rear pulsating with pain.
Safe in the haven of Grange Hall, an outraged
Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor was hysterically
babbling into a telephone.
Meanwhile, Bert free at last from the wasps,
was aimlessly staggering through the dense
woodlands. The pain had so slowed his progress
that it was fully two hours before he broke cover
near to the Club House.
Instantly he spotted the dark blue Rover and
instinctively tried to shrink back into the pro
tection of the bushes as two burly policemen
converged upon him. The peaks of their caps
pressed down on the bridges of their noses in
Welsh Guards fashion, made their stone flint
eyes look like slits in a tanlc turret.
“Hallo frieiid”, said one of the rozzers in that
irritating niocking tone, “Been having a little
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never stab yer in the back, dead genuine
an’ a real gent’.
Bert was lie/I chuffod when Mr. Crompton had
visited him on the site and modestly confided that
he had reached the National final of the NALGO
Singles Go/f Championship and wanted Bert to be
‘stake’ man. “Like what i’ve seen om, tile tel/ce
Mr. C’romp ton, when that there Jack Nicklaus
drives oif an’ a bloke charges up the course wearing
a little coloured monkey jacket and digs a ranging
rod in where the ball is?” queried Bert. “You’ve
got the idea A/bert” said Mr. Croinpton, “and I
thought you might a/so like to be my guest for
lunch’’.
It aas thus that Mr. Bert Badger nas surveying
lumnself in the mirror oft/ic Club Rouse locker room.
Of course, his best blue serge suit had been care
fully draped over a hanger and Bert was no iv
ready for action. Slip-on canvas shoes, neatly
creased flannels, a pale lemon sports shirt and the
lot topped with a flame-coloured monkey jacket
with a ‘Haitch B’ on it—standing for ‘A ckney
Burrer’. His right hand gripped a ranging rod
)t’ith tile determination of a Masai warrior.
“Are we ready Albert?” smiled Mr. Croinpton,
as lie lifted his go/f bag. Bert gave an answering
grin which radiated his complete assurance of
victory. Together they stepped out into the liar!??
sunshine. Perhaps Bert’s slight swagger of confi
dence might have been curbed had he thought of
that vital phrase in Bingo terminology
Mr. Peregrine Fylde, Borough Treasurer of
Cliveden Green, Mr. Crompton’s opponent, was
waiting at the first tee surrounded by an army of
supporters. Tall, gaunt and aloof he towered
above his retinue. He was the personification of
arrogance. Chin uplifted, thin-lipped, his long
adenoidal nose appeared to have a permanent
bad smell under it.
It was as if his Treasurer’s duties had dried his
blood and somehow substituted ice water and
that the only thing which could stir his emotions
was a perfectly balanced balance sheet.
With swift cockney perception Bert made up
don’s like ‘im
his mind. “Ruddy snob
‘ope the guv’ner beats the pants orf ‘im”.
But with his customary smile, born of natural
courtesy, Mr. Crompton shook his opponent’s
hand.
Bert thought he ought to show willing and
strode forward to meet his opposite number,
whose true blue monkey jacket had ‘Peregrine
Fylde’ stencilled on in very bold white letters
and underneath in much smaller type, ‘Cliveden
Green B.C.’.
dali,’,
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Balding, slim as a stick, he nervously gave
Bert his hand, holding it high like a dog offering
its paw.
‘Allo”, said Badger as the other
H
winced at his handshake. “H
How do
you do”, shrilled the man in a thin high voice
which suggested he’d recently taken a swim in a
shark tank and lost.
For the next hour Bert was in his element.
Charging up the fairways and applauding
wildly each time the guv’ner out-drove his
opponent.
As they returned to the Club House for lunch,
Bert took immense delight in baiting ‘Baldy’
from Cliveden Green.
“Reckon yor bloke’s ‘ad it, mate” said Bert
mischievously. ‘Baldy’ flushed and his adam’s
apple shot up and down like a Waring and
I
I do not know how you
Gillow lift. “1
Mr. Peregrine
arrive at that assumption
Fylde is one up”, he retorted triumphantly, his
voice rising even higher.
“He’ll need to be more’n that matey,—rny
guv’ner’s got shots ‘e aint even played yet
an’ don’t fergit, ‘e taught Tony Jacklin”, said
Bert glibly.
‘Baldy’ gaped in startled amazement, his
bright black button pupils resembled twin
I, w
offerings left by a fleeing rabbit. “1
well really”
and he shot off at a rate of knots.
‘Orrible little man”, mused Bert. “I bet ‘es
the one ‘oo sends alit the Rates Demands”.
Lunch was taken amidst a babble of golf
‘the short 4th, the pond hole, pity I
language
dog-leg caused
three putted on the seventh
quite a deal of bother, lovely ‘birdie’ at the
could have been an ‘eagle’. “Must be
eighth
daft”, thought Bert. “I saw a load of birds
wagtails, tlirushes, yeller ‘amniers, they was all
didn’t see one
over the place—’eagle’ my arm
of them, unless it was ol’ beak nose Peregrine”
and with that he retackled his T bone steak like
he’d just been released from Ravensbruck. He
didn’t go a bundle on the wine. thought it had
a bit sharpish. Someone said it
a funny taste
was Shatter Nerve do pap’, which Bert reckoned
was a type of French tonic like ‘Wincarnis’, and
he passed the Stilton cheese cos the pong
reminded him of a football dressing room.
Bert was well fortified when the afternoon
round commenced and lie fairly skipped up the
hOW well wooded fairways. No longer did he
keep with ‘Baldy’ whose incessant ‘Enery
Longhurst’ chatter during the morning round
had got on his ‘wick’. Perhaps it would have
been better had lie stayed in company. Maybe it
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was the excitement of the fact that the Guv’ner
had squared it at the twelfth, or possibly it was
the little grey squirrel which diverted his attention
as he reached the forked path in the wood
leading to the dog-leg 13th. In any event Bert
forked left instead of right.
He saw nothing wrong as he emerged from the
wood onto the tree flanked fairway. There was
the green 150 yards away near the boundary
fence. In fact, though lie didn’t know it, Bert
was looking at the 7th Green from a different
angle as lie edged down near the trees, halted
and waited expectantly for the No. 6 iron shots
to come whistling over the woods. He waited and
waited
‘p’raps they’d lost a ball or sunnink’
and with that drove his ranging rod into the long
grass, folded his arms and leaned back against a
tree trunk. Insects buzzed, birds sang and leaves
rustled very gently. Together they somehow
crooned a gentle lullaby and Bert closing his eyes
in contentment, quietly snoozed. The French
‘Wincarnis’ had done its work well.
Later, as he drifted back to consciousness he
realised that something was crawling high up the
back of his leg inside the string mesh of his
trunks. There was something on the other leg
and on his back too.
At the same instant he became aware of the
angry buzzing coming from the massive winged
halo which encircled him. Bert clapped his hand
to his seat and immediately received a needle
stab of agonising pain in the rump. Then it hit
him
WASPS/—hundreds of them. Bert
didn’t wait. His flannels, monkey jacket, sports
vest and shoes were off iii a flash as a second
searing hot ‘spear’ in his seat galvanised him to
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He burst onto the fairway like he’d been
launched from Cape Kennedy and waving his
arms wildly above his head he rushed pell mell
blindly toward the boundary fence pursued by
the hoard of buzzing fury. The adventurous
member from the strike force was obviously
still clinging to the back of Bert’s mesh trunks
and gave him another ‘dart’ for good measure.
Bert yelled “Oh
1 Oh! Oh!”, thrashed the air
anew and beltd like the clappers—the fear of
another sting giving him even greater impetus.
It was doubly unfortunate that at this precise
moment Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor, in
company with Mrs. Fiona Smyth-Buller, wife of
the local Bishop, were returning from the
District Meeting of the Women’s Guild. They
chose to take the pathway across the Golf
Course because it was the shortest route to
Grange Hall, the home of Lady Elizabeth.
Attracted by the bellowing of Bert, they froze
in horror and Fiona nearly ‘chucked a dummy
on the spot’ at the sight of a near nude figure
seemingly rushing at them from 100 yards away.
“Run Fiona” screamed Lady F., as she half
dragged, half-carried her swooning companion
along the pathway.
Bert was quite unaware of any of this so
occupied was lie in escaping his attackers by
gaining the sanctuary of the woods to his left.
He made it and crashed through the bushes
with the wild abandon of a bulldozer, his heart
pounding and his rear pulsating with pain.
Safe in the haven of Grange Hall, an outraged
Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor was hysterically
babbling into a telephone.
Meanwhile, Bert free at last from the wasps,
was aimlessly staggering through the dense
woodlands. The pain had so slowed his progress
that it was fully two hours before he broke cover
near to the Club House.
Instantly he spotted the dark blue Rover and
instinctively tried to shrink back into the pro
tection of the bushes as two burly policemen
converged upon him. The peaks of their caps
pressed down on the bridges of their noses in
Welsh Guards fashion, made their stone flint
eyes look like slits in a tanlc turret.
“Hallo frieiid”, said one of the rozzers in that
irritating niocking tone, “Been having a little
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“Receiving you Foxtrot One
over”
“Your message timed 15.30. Have now
collected the Last Tango in Paris and returning
base
over and out”.
As all the coppers laughed, Bert suddenly
caught on and muttered. “You’re a right bunch
of Barlows aint yer”. He felt the stabbing pain as
a boot pressed down on his stockinged toes..
“Ooh
sorry friend, was that your foot?”, a
voice enquired.
They went into the ‘nick’ by the back way,
poor ol’ Bert still protesting and still wondering
what it was all about, gave his name and address
to the Desk Sergeant.
In the charge room he learned the awful facts.
“Albert Badger, charges have been laid against
you by Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor and”
Bert went numb. He couldn’t register. He just
picked up a phrase here and there as the Sergeant
committing
droned on
attempted assault
indecency
you are not
a public nuisance
obliged to say anything but I must warn you”
Bert was near panic—wanted to run out but even
as he turned he realised he was ringed by a bevy
of cops and C.I.D. blokes who looked about as
accommodating as a bunch of Viet Cong.
“I aint done nuffink! I
I was stunged.
look!” and throwing off the blanket he managed
to reveal the ‘stunged’ areas. The coppers looked
bored and one clever dick said “Don’t show us
we’ve seen
nature boy
show the doctor
it all before”.
A door opened and an older ‘bobby’ appeared.
He came forward, picked up the blanket and
draping it round Bert’s shoulders said kindly,
“Come on down with me, Sir, and I’ll get you a
nice cup of tea”.
Bert waited until he’d unlocked the door of the
little room with the high barred window. “Sorry
it’s not more cosy, Sir—but you know
won’t be long with the tea”.
regulations, etc.
Bert still couldn’t sit because of his stings so he
lay stomach down on the hard mattress and gazed
through the iron bars of the bed head. He noticed
from the scratches on the brown painted wains
cotting that ‘Kilroy’ had been there but he
‘couldn’t give a monkeys’.
‘Oo the ‘dl was
Lady Crimond-Taylor?
wot did I do?
Indecency?
When?
Attempted assault?
‘Ow?”. Bert’s imagination ran riot as he
could see the headlines in the local paper, ‘The
Beast from Bethnal Green... Fiend of tile Fairway
Unmasked!’. “I don’t know why I did it” he said,
“but I’ve had a lot of headaches lately”.
The locked clicked and with it arrived the
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Tut Tut” very slowly. “Suppose you come with
us and tell us about it, eh?”.
“Well I’ll just go and git me blue serge suit
on
its in the Club ‘ouse”, said Bert. “Don’t
worry, we’ll get it for you, matey” said the Cop.
“It
it was like this”, blustered Bert. “These
waspies come an’ stunged me right ‘ere” and he
slewed half round in demonstration and slipped
his thumb under the elastic of his mesh trunks,
easing it downwards in the manner of the
bikini clad ‘dolly birds’ in the Daily Mirror.
Immediately he was seized just above the elbow
and a voice hissed, “O.K. chummy, we don’t
want any more little shows here, do we?
just let’s pop down the station”.
“What the ‘eli for?” protested Bert. “I aint
done nuffink! besides there’s me suit an’ all me
clobber up near the fifteenf an’ Mr. Crompton
an’ at”.
“Just put this round you”, said the stony faced
cop as yet a third policeman appeared with a
blanket.
“Gawd’s strewth”, said Bert, “annuvver one
of yer?
and I s’pose the Chief Commissioner
is waitin’ in ‘is Rolls rahnd the corner, eli?
wot am [s’posed to ‘av done?”
aw come on.
The blue Rover shot off in a shower of shingle
as if it had been catapulted. in between the two
rozzers at the back, Bert crouched Lester Piggott
fashion, a foot either side of the transmission
tunnel, his hands Chad-like on the squab of the
front bench seat. He certainly couldn’t sit.
As the copper picked up a microphone from
the dash-panel Bert listened like a man in a
dream.
“Foxtrot One to Control
Foxtrot One to
Control”.
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welcome cup of ‘char’ which, together with three
aspirins and the kindly approach of the older
bobby, enabled Bert to feel just a little easier.
Still wondering what it was all about and what
Mr. Crompton would think, he dozed off.
It was just gone 8.15 p.m. when he wakened
7
You’re
suddenly to a yell of “Where is he
not keeping ‘im ‘ere—it aint right”. “Oh Gawd”,
thought Bert, “it’s my Lii”.
Sure enough the worthy Mrs. B. had just
arrived at the Cop shop. She was flaming mad
and her forthright broadside to the Sergeant at
the desk set him a real poser. He tried to calm her
and explain the circumstances. He thought she
7
indecent?—
was going to explode. “Assault
Wot, tiiy Bert
7
you must be stark staring
yes,
crackers”, she ranted. “He’s a shy man
you ‘card, shy. That man is very sensitive,
d’you know in 25 years, I’ve only seen ‘im once
wiv ‘is vest orf—an’ that’s when ‘e ‘ad shingles.
we’d bin back from ‘oney
An’ annuvver fing.
moon six weeks before he even tried to
“Alright lady” said the Sergeant soothingly
“You’ve made your point!”. “Right”, said Lil,
“I’ll take him home now
public nuisance
indeed!”.
“Well now, Madam”, said the Sergeant,, “you
can’t do that. Y’see there’s a couple of small
things; first, we are waiting for the doctor to
treat these stings your husband alleges he
suffered and of course there are the charges made
by Lady Elizabeth Crimorid-Taylor to answer.
But as luck would have it we have been able to get
the case heard very quickly, in fact tomorrow,
because Lady Elizabeth is due to go on a long
holiday”.
“That’s just as well”, rejoined Lil tersely, “cos
she’s going to need it when I’ve done wiv ‘er”.
She turned as she got to the door and added with
defiant emphasis, “I’ll be there toinmorrer!”
The desk sergeant blew out his cheeks and
muttered “Gawd help us all”.
“That was your Missus”, said the kindly cop
when he brought Bert his supper of toast and tea.
“1 know
eard ‘er”, replied Bert. “Really
stirred ‘em up at the desk, she’s a proper go’er
no mistake”, said the cop. “She is where I’m
concerned, mate”, said Bert proudly. “Good ol’
Lil
she knows I aint done nuffink”.
The next morning, once more dressed in his
blue serge suit, Bert felt quite distinguished from
his motley companions awaiting their respective
calls to the courtroom. His morale had taken a
bit of a dip when he’d first arrived as a foxyfaced character had addressed him with “Wotcher
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me ol’ china.. back again?”. Bert said “Wot?”.
The other eyed him quizzically. “Aint you the
finger wot works Petticoat Lane?”. Bert stared
as the other pressed on, “You done some
porridge”?. “No I’m a cornflakes man meself”,
hissed Bert. ‘Foxy’ looked baffled, then slowly
shaking his head said, “Naw! you aint ‘im”.
“Well shut up then”, snapped Badger.
Brigadier Gerald Harrington, MBE, JP, had
been on the bench a long, long time. Far too
long was the general opinion. No one, it seemed,
had got around to telling him it was more than
high time he ‘hung his wig’ up. So the Brigadier
had stayed and stayed on the bench, his abject
inefficiency obvious to everyone but himself.
He appeared to have been modelled from a
piece of dough that the baker didn’t know what
to do with. His watery eyes were heavily lidded
resembling a Galapagos lizard, and the sagging
skin of his cheeks drooped like looping curtains.
The whole effect reminded Bert of a very old,
very tired Boxer dog.
Badger’s case had been called late in the morn
ing and as he stood in the dock he had ample
time to take everything in. He was fascinated by
the Clerk of the Court who bobbed around like
an inquisitive sparrow. At the precise moment
he was busily talking into the capacious ear of
Brigadier Gerald Harrington, JP. At length the
Brigadier stopped nodding and slowly peeling
back the lids from his bulbous eyes addressed
Bert in a voice which seemed to emanate from a
larynx resting on a bed of marbles.
“You will state your name”.
“Badger”.
“Badger?”.
“As right”.
“Badger Assright
with a hyphen?”.
“Wiv a wot?”.
“Is your name hyphenated?”.
“No, it’s Bert”.
“You mean Badger Burt with a hyphen or
Badger Assright without a hyphen?”.
The Clerk of the Court who had been making
little whimpering noises ever since this exchange
had begun was eventually able to convey the
correct details to the Brigadier.
“Do 1 understand your name to be Albert
Badger?”.
“Yus”.
“Well why didn’t you say so in the first place”,
said the J.P. testily.
“An’ I’m not guilty” volunteered Bert tartly.
P.C. Snyder of Foxtrot One patrol car, gave
evidence of Bert’s apprehension at Mount Hall
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“Receiving you Foxtrot One
over”
“Your message timed 15.30. Have now
collected the Last Tango in Paris and returning
base
over and out”.
As all the coppers laughed, Bert suddenly
caught on and muttered. “You’re a right bunch
of Barlows aint yer”. He felt the stabbing pain as
a boot pressed down on his stockinged toes..
“Ooh
sorry friend, was that your foot?”, a
voice enquired.
They went into the ‘nick’ by the back way,
poor ol’ Bert still protesting and still wondering
what it was all about, gave his name and address
to the Desk Sergeant.
In the charge room he learned the awful facts.
“Albert Badger, charges have been laid against
you by Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Taylor and”
Bert went numb. He couldn’t register. He just
picked up a phrase here and there as the Sergeant
committing
droned on
attempted assault
indecency
you are not
a public nuisance
obliged to say anything but I must warn you”
Bert was near panic—wanted to run out but even
as he turned he realised he was ringed by a bevy
of cops and C.I.D. blokes who looked about as
accommodating as a bunch of Viet Cong.
“I aint done nuffink! I
I was stunged.
look!” and throwing off the blanket he managed
to reveal the ‘stunged’ areas. The coppers looked
bored and one clever dick said “Don’t show us
we’ve seen
nature boy
show the doctor
it all before”.
A door opened and an older ‘bobby’ appeared.
He came forward, picked up the blanket and
draping it round Bert’s shoulders said kindly,
“Come on down with me, Sir, and I’ll get you a
nice cup of tea”.
Bert waited until he’d unlocked the door of the
little room with the high barred window. “Sorry
it’s not more cosy, Sir—but you know
won’t be long with the tea”.
regulations, etc.
Bert still couldn’t sit because of his stings so he
lay stomach down on the hard mattress and gazed
through the iron bars of the bed head. He noticed
from the scratches on the brown painted wains
cotting that ‘Kilroy’ had been there but he
‘couldn’t give a monkeys’.
‘Oo the ‘dl was
Lady Crimond-Taylor?
wot did I do?
Indecency?
When?
Attempted assault?
‘Ow?”. Bert’s imagination ran riot as he
could see the headlines in the local paper, ‘The
Beast from Bethnal Green... Fiend of tile Fairway
Unmasked!’. “I don’t know why I did it” he said,
“but I’ve had a lot of headaches lately”.
The locked clicked and with it arrived the
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Tut Tut” very slowly. “Suppose you come with
us and tell us about it, eh?”.
“Well I’ll just go and git me blue serge suit
on
its in the Club ‘ouse”, said Bert. “Don’t
worry, we’ll get it for you, matey” said the Cop.
“It
it was like this”, blustered Bert. “These
waspies come an’ stunged me right ‘ere” and he
slewed half round in demonstration and slipped
his thumb under the elastic of his mesh trunks,
easing it downwards in the manner of the
bikini clad ‘dolly birds’ in the Daily Mirror.
Immediately he was seized just above the elbow
and a voice hissed, “O.K. chummy, we don’t
want any more little shows here, do we?
just let’s pop down the station”.
“What the ‘eli for?” protested Bert. “I aint
done nuffink! besides there’s me suit an’ all me
clobber up near the fifteenf an’ Mr. Crompton
an’ at”.
“Just put this round you”, said the stony faced
cop as yet a third policeman appeared with a
blanket.
“Gawd’s strewth”, said Bert, “annuvver one
of yer?
and I s’pose the Chief Commissioner
is waitin’ in ‘is Rolls rahnd the corner, eli?
wot am [s’posed to ‘av done?”
aw come on.
The blue Rover shot off in a shower of shingle
as if it had been catapulted. in between the two
rozzers at the back, Bert crouched Lester Piggott
fashion, a foot either side of the transmission
tunnel, his hands Chad-like on the squab of the
front bench seat. He certainly couldn’t sit.
As the copper picked up a microphone from
the dash-panel Bert listened like a man in a
dream.
“Foxtrot One to Control
Foxtrot One to
Control”.
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welcome cup of ‘char’ which, together with three
aspirins and the kindly approach of the older
bobby, enabled Bert to feel just a little easier.
Still wondering what it was all about and what
Mr. Crompton would think, he dozed off.
It was just gone 8.15 p.m. when he wakened
7
You’re
suddenly to a yell of “Where is he
not keeping ‘im ‘ere—it aint right”. “Oh Gawd”,
thought Bert, “it’s my Lii”.
Sure enough the worthy Mrs. B. had just
arrived at the Cop shop. She was flaming mad
and her forthright broadside to the Sergeant at
the desk set him a real poser. He tried to calm her
and explain the circumstances. He thought she
7
indecent?—
was going to explode. “Assault
Wot, tiiy Bert
7
you must be stark staring
yes,
crackers”, she ranted. “He’s a shy man
you ‘card, shy. That man is very sensitive,
d’you know in 25 years, I’ve only seen ‘im once
wiv ‘is vest orf—an’ that’s when ‘e ‘ad shingles.
we’d bin back from ‘oney
An’ annuvver fing.
moon six weeks before he even tried to
“Alright lady” said the Sergeant soothingly
“You’ve made your point!”. “Right”, said Lil,
“I’ll take him home now
public nuisance
indeed!”.
“Well now, Madam”, said the Sergeant,, “you
can’t do that. Y’see there’s a couple of small
things; first, we are waiting for the doctor to
treat these stings your husband alleges he
suffered and of course there are the charges made
by Lady Elizabeth Crimorid-Taylor to answer.
But as luck would have it we have been able to get
the case heard very quickly, in fact tomorrow,
because Lady Elizabeth is due to go on a long
holiday”.
“That’s just as well”, rejoined Lil tersely, “cos
she’s going to need it when I’ve done wiv ‘er”.
She turned as she got to the door and added with
defiant emphasis, “I’ll be there toinmorrer!”
The desk sergeant blew out his cheeks and
muttered “Gawd help us all”.
“That was your Missus”, said the kindly cop
when he brought Bert his supper of toast and tea.
“1 know
eard ‘er”, replied Bert. “Really
stirred ‘em up at the desk, she’s a proper go’er
no mistake”, said the cop. “She is where I’m
concerned, mate”, said Bert proudly. “Good ol’
Lil
she knows I aint done nuffink”.
The next morning, once more dressed in his
blue serge suit, Bert felt quite distinguished from
his motley companions awaiting their respective
calls to the courtroom. His morale had taken a
bit of a dip when he’d first arrived as a foxyfaced character had addressed him with “Wotcher
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me ol’ china.. back again?”. Bert said “Wot?”.
The other eyed him quizzically. “Aint you the
finger wot works Petticoat Lane?”. Bert stared
as the other pressed on, “You done some
porridge”?. “No I’m a cornflakes man meself”,
hissed Bert. ‘Foxy’ looked baffled, then slowly
shaking his head said, “Naw! you aint ‘im”.
“Well shut up then”, snapped Badger.
Brigadier Gerald Harrington, MBE, JP, had
been on the bench a long, long time. Far too
long was the general opinion. No one, it seemed,
had got around to telling him it was more than
high time he ‘hung his wig’ up. So the Brigadier
had stayed and stayed on the bench, his abject
inefficiency obvious to everyone but himself.
He appeared to have been modelled from a
piece of dough that the baker didn’t know what
to do with. His watery eyes were heavily lidded
resembling a Galapagos lizard, and the sagging
skin of his cheeks drooped like looping curtains.
The whole effect reminded Bert of a very old,
very tired Boxer dog.
Badger’s case had been called late in the morn
ing and as he stood in the dock he had ample
time to take everything in. He was fascinated by
the Clerk of the Court who bobbed around like
an inquisitive sparrow. At the precise moment
he was busily talking into the capacious ear of
Brigadier Gerald Harrington, JP. At length the
Brigadier stopped nodding and slowly peeling
back the lids from his bulbous eyes addressed
Bert in a voice which seemed to emanate from a
larynx resting on a bed of marbles.
“You will state your name”.
“Badger”.
“Badger?”.
“As right”.
“Badger Assright
with a hyphen?”.
“Wiv a wot?”.
“Is your name hyphenated?”.
“No, it’s Bert”.
“You mean Badger Burt with a hyphen or
Badger Assright without a hyphen?”.
The Clerk of the Court who had been making
little whimpering noises ever since this exchange
had begun was eventually able to convey the
correct details to the Brigadier.
“Do 1 understand your name to be Albert
Badger?”.
“Yus”.
“Well why didn’t you say so in the first place”,
said the J.P. testily.
“An’ I’m not guilty” volunteered Bert tartly.
P.C. Snyder of Foxtrot One patrol car, gave
evidence of Bert’s apprehension at Mount Hall
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Gawd ‘elp us’
were about to be attacked
muttered Bert)
Aye forced myself to look
again and deeming it to be a case of, L’homme
(she rinsed the phrase like a wine
est exposé.
Aye encouraged paah Feeoona to
taster)
hasten. Deear Feeoona paah gel, almost swooned,
whilst Ayye” she thundered, “Ayye was diss
gusted!”. She ended abruptly.
From the dock came three slow handclaps
and Bert said, “Nice going Elizabeth Taylor, nah
pop orf ‘ome a bit sharpish an’ you’ll find
Richard Burton’s bought annuvver diamond
for yer!”.
Everyone roared with laughter—everyone that
is except Lady Elizabeth, the Clerk of the Court
and ‘Boxer Dog’ the Beak, who didn’t appear to
know what was going on anyway. The Clerk of
the Court bobbing up and down with the speed
of a yo-yo, gripped the rail of the bench in front
of Brigadier Harrington, MBE, JP, and shouted
amid the uproar. It took a few moments before
his words registered and then the Brigadier
reacted as if he’d been shot. But he couldn’t
even get it right when he raised the gavel to
restore order. He brought it down smack on the
index finger of the Clerk of the Court who
immediately bounced around in a Lionel Blair
routine wagging his finger like a ‘go go’ dancer.
The Brigadier spluttered and the marbles in his
throat rattled like dried peas. He stammered
something about “never in all my experience
disgraceful levity
contempt of Court
I
I
flagrant violation of the Law
the rest of his words were lost in a slosh of saliva
and his boxer dog cheeks shook in protesting
shivers.
.

.

.

Golf Club in a painstakingly accurate manner
and a Chelsea Barracks voice.
It was quite evident that Lady Elizabeth
Crimond-Taylor was going to turn in an ‘Oscar’
winning performance the moment she was
called.
Lady Elizabeth was a very big lady. In her case
it appeared that nature had had an off day on the
production line and had somehow fused the
moulds of Boadicea and Queen Victoria.
Bert stared at his prime accuser for the first
time. Eyes like fried eggs, a Nero hooter, three
chins and a bust that refused to quit.
Her voice suggested that she hadn’t been born
just with a silver spoon in her mouth but a whole
canteen of cutlery. She didn’t give evidence but
superiorally addressed the Court in the manner
of a senior gym mistress scathing the listless
efforts of the school hockey team. She described
the ‘hooll situuashun’ in detail as ‘Mrs. Feeoona
Smeeth-Buller and ayye went accraswt the path of
the gaff cawse’
“Suddenly, attracted by a veritable cacophony
of saawnd we saw this. (she paused dramatically
this
and flashed her fried egg eyes at Bert)
creature rushing towards us, waving his arms in a
very menacing way and yelling madly”
yer ol’ faggit! if
“So would you ‘av done
low dahn on yer
you ‘ad been stung on the a
body”, screamed Lil from the public gallery.
In the confusion which followed and before
the gavel from the bench beat a hasty tattoo and
restored order, Lady E. had stared upwards to
meet the fiery eyes of Lil who, for good measure
poked her tongue out so far, that she nearly lost
her top set.
After a stern rebuke from the bench about
clearing the public gallery, the noise subsided
fearing we
and Lady Elizabeth resumed
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Whatever Bert Badger’s qualities may have
been in repartee, his assurance deserted him the
moment ‘he took the book in his right hand’.
His throat went dry and his brain windinilled
round. Incoherent babblings came from his lips
about ‘waspies an’ being stunged’. The more he
strove to tell his truthful story, the more ludi
crous it sounded. He finished ‘sweating a good
un’ and as his head drooped, he realized he’d
sounded far from credible.
Dimly he saw the Clerk of the Court rabbitting
urgently into the ear of ‘Boxer Dog’. This time
he kept his fingers well out of the way.
Suddenly a voice yelled, “Call Reginald
Crompton”. Bert’s heart leapt. Sure enough,
there was the Guv’ner stepping up to give
evidence. Quietly, efficiently, Mr. Crompton out
lined the events of the fateful day and in so
doing, testified to Bert’s impeccable character.
All that ‘Boxer Dog’ seemed to be interested in
was the golf match, for as Mr. Crompton con
cluded he asked, “And did you win the match
Mr. Crompton?”. Momentarily taken aback,
the Guv’ner smiled and modestly added, “Yes,
Sir, at the eighteenth”.
Bert was so cheered that he almost applauded
again, but the cautionary raised finger of Mr.
Crompton halted him.
“One in the eye fer that ol’ snob, Peregrine,
and ‘Baldy’ thought Bert.
For good measure, the Golf Professional and
the Head Green-keeper of the Mount Hall Golf
Course, gave respective evidence regarding the
general environs of the course and the precise
location of the wasps nest—with a ranging rod
stuck in it.
A hush had descended on the Court and after
a hurriedly whispered conversation between the
Clerk and Boxer Dog’, the marbles began to
rattle as the latter commenced, “Mr. BadgerBurt, I have just heard a most glowing account of
your character delivered by a highly respected
gentleman of this Borough.” Bert vigorously
nodded agreement and said “Yus”. “But for his
intervention, I would have considered your
detention in one of Her Majesty’s establish
ments”. Bert frowned ‘stoopid ol’ twit’
wot the ‘eli would I do at Sandringharn or
Balmoral”? “However, in the circumstances
there does appear to be some mitigation which
enables the Court to take a lenient view. 1 am
therefore dismissing the case against you but I
warn you not to make a practice of divesting
your clothing on golf courses”
Bert wanted to interject, “Now that’s a great
“

pity yer Honour, cos I planned ter go up there
every Fursday an’ git me gear orf jus’ fer the
privilidge of being stunged”, but remembering
Mr. Crompton’s warning finger, he desisted.
and so Albert Badger-Assright, you are
free to go”.
Before the Galapagos lizard lids could slide
back over ‘Boxer Dog’s’ eyes Bert leaned
forward and fixed him with a gimlet stare and
hissed three words with great deliberation: “1
stunged!”.
was
“This court is adjourned until 2 p.m. All will
rise”, yelled the usher.
As ‘Boxer Dog’ doddered and teetered to
wards the door at the back of the Court, Bert
had to quell a rebellious desire to shout after
him “Go an’ ‘av a nice lunch-time nash of
‘Kennomeat’ an’ Bonios!”
Pausing only to curl a derisive lip in the
direction of Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Tayior,
Bert whirled round and hurried down the steps
to the corridor leading to the side exit. Thanks
to the ministrations of the police doctor his
stings had eased and he stepped jauntily. Even
so, he bitterly ruminated on the ‘right nana’s’
operating within ‘British Justice’, ‘The Fuzz’
and the aristocracy.
‘If it ‘adnt of bin fer the guv’ner’, he mused, ‘1
might ‘av ‘ad to do some ‘porridge’.
As he got to the steps leading to the street, his
Lii was waiting. ‘Blimey, she must ‘av runned’,
thought Bert. He tried to smile realising that her
lip was quivering as her eyes searched every inch
of his face like twin Geiger counters. She moved
forward, caught his arm in hers and clutched it to
herself, holding him as tight as the Chatsworth
lock on the National Safe Deposit. She just said,
“C’mon Iuv”.
At the corner, a young girl dressed in the
manner of a suffragette and wearing a cap like a
practising coalman thrust a pamphlet in Bert’s
hand. He glanced at it and crushed it into a ball.
They passed the front entrance of the Court
house and there was P.C. Snyder watching the
passing cars, noting their registration plates and
checlcing the tax discs.
Without pausing, Bert shoved the crushed
pamphlet in the rozzer’s hand. The copper
slowly unravelled the paper and his tank turret
slits glanced down and read:
.

.

.

JOIN THE SATURN COUNTRY CLUB

in the freedom of our glorious woodland
country. Let the revitalizing rays of the golden
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(she rinsed the phrase like a wine
est exposé.
Aye encouraged paah Feeoona to
taster)
hasten. Deear Feeoona paah gel, almost swooned,
whilst Ayye” she thundered, “Ayye was diss
gusted!”. She ended abruptly.
From the dock came three slow handclaps
and Bert said, “Nice going Elizabeth Taylor, nah
pop orf ‘ome a bit sharpish an’ you’ll find
Richard Burton’s bought annuvver diamond
for yer!”.
Everyone roared with laughter—everyone that
is except Lady Elizabeth, the Clerk of the Court
and ‘Boxer Dog’ the Beak, who didn’t appear to
know what was going on anyway. The Clerk of
the Court bobbing up and down with the speed
of a yo-yo, gripped the rail of the bench in front
of Brigadier Harrington, MBE, JP, and shouted
amid the uproar. It took a few moments before
his words registered and then the Brigadier
reacted as if he’d been shot. But he couldn’t
even get it right when he raised the gavel to
restore order. He brought it down smack on the
index finger of the Clerk of the Court who
immediately bounced around in a Lionel Blair
routine wagging his finger like a ‘go go’ dancer.
The Brigadier spluttered and the marbles in his
throat rattled like dried peas. He stammered
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I
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and a Chelsea Barracks voice.
It was quite evident that Lady Elizabeth
Crimond-Taylor was going to turn in an ‘Oscar’
winning performance the moment she was
called.
Lady Elizabeth was a very big lady. In her case
it appeared that nature had had an off day on the
production line and had somehow fused the
moulds of Boadicea and Queen Victoria.
Bert stared at his prime accuser for the first
time. Eyes like fried eggs, a Nero hooter, three
chins and a bust that refused to quit.
Her voice suggested that she hadn’t been born
just with a silver spoon in her mouth but a whole
canteen of cutlery. She didn’t give evidence but
superiorally addressed the Court in the manner
of a senior gym mistress scathing the listless
efforts of the school hockey team. She described
the ‘hooll situuashun’ in detail as ‘Mrs. Feeoona
Smeeth-Buller and ayye went accraswt the path of
the gaff cawse’
“Suddenly, attracted by a veritable cacophony
of saawnd we saw this. (she paused dramatically
this
and flashed her fried egg eyes at Bert)
creature rushing towards us, waving his arms in a
very menacing way and yelling madly”
yer ol’ faggit! if
“So would you ‘av done
low dahn on yer
you ‘ad been stung on the a
body”, screamed Lil from the public gallery.
In the confusion which followed and before
the gavel from the bench beat a hasty tattoo and
restored order, Lady E. had stared upwards to
meet the fiery eyes of Lil who, for good measure
poked her tongue out so far, that she nearly lost
her top set.
After a stern rebuke from the bench about
clearing the public gallery, the noise subsided
fearing we
and Lady Elizabeth resumed
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Whatever Bert Badger’s qualities may have
been in repartee, his assurance deserted him the
moment ‘he took the book in his right hand’.
His throat went dry and his brain windinilled
round. Incoherent babblings came from his lips
about ‘waspies an’ being stunged’. The more he
strove to tell his truthful story, the more ludi
crous it sounded. He finished ‘sweating a good
un’ and as his head drooped, he realized he’d
sounded far from credible.
Dimly he saw the Clerk of the Court rabbitting
urgently into the ear of ‘Boxer Dog’. This time
he kept his fingers well out of the way.
Suddenly a voice yelled, “Call Reginald
Crompton”. Bert’s heart leapt. Sure enough,
there was the Guv’ner stepping up to give
evidence. Quietly, efficiently, Mr. Crompton out
lined the events of the fateful day and in so
doing, testified to Bert’s impeccable character.
All that ‘Boxer Dog’ seemed to be interested in
was the golf match, for as Mr. Crompton con
cluded he asked, “And did you win the match
Mr. Crompton?”. Momentarily taken aback,
the Guv’ner smiled and modestly added, “Yes,
Sir, at the eighteenth”.
Bert was so cheered that he almost applauded
again, but the cautionary raised finger of Mr.
Crompton halted him.
“One in the eye fer that ol’ snob, Peregrine,
and ‘Baldy’ thought Bert.
For good measure, the Golf Professional and
the Head Green-keeper of the Mount Hall Golf
Course, gave respective evidence regarding the
general environs of the course and the precise
location of the wasps nest—with a ranging rod
stuck in it.
A hush had descended on the Court and after
a hurriedly whispered conversation between the
Clerk and Boxer Dog’, the marbles began to
rattle as the latter commenced, “Mr. BadgerBurt, I have just heard a most glowing account of
your character delivered by a highly respected
gentleman of this Borough.” Bert vigorously
nodded agreement and said “Yus”. “But for his
intervention, I would have considered your
detention in one of Her Majesty’s establish
ments”. Bert frowned ‘stoopid ol’ twit’
wot the ‘eli would I do at Sandringharn or
Balmoral”? “However, in the circumstances
there does appear to be some mitigation which
enables the Court to take a lenient view. 1 am
therefore dismissing the case against you but I
warn you not to make a practice of divesting
your clothing on golf courses”
Bert wanted to interject, “Now that’s a great
“

pity yer Honour, cos I planned ter go up there
every Fursday an’ git me gear orf jus’ fer the
privilidge of being stunged”, but remembering
Mr. Crompton’s warning finger, he desisted.
and so Albert Badger-Assright, you are
free to go”.
Before the Galapagos lizard lids could slide
back over ‘Boxer Dog’s’ eyes Bert leaned
forward and fixed him with a gimlet stare and
hissed three words with great deliberation: “1
stunged!”.
was
“This court is adjourned until 2 p.m. All will
rise”, yelled the usher.
As ‘Boxer Dog’ doddered and teetered to
wards the door at the back of the Court, Bert
had to quell a rebellious desire to shout after
him “Go an’ ‘av a nice lunch-time nash of
‘Kennomeat’ an’ Bonios!”
Pausing only to curl a derisive lip in the
direction of Lady Elizabeth Crimond-Tayior,
Bert whirled round and hurried down the steps
to the corridor leading to the side exit. Thanks
to the ministrations of the police doctor his
stings had eased and he stepped jauntily. Even
so, he bitterly ruminated on the ‘right nana’s’
operating within ‘British Justice’, ‘The Fuzz’
and the aristocracy.
‘If it ‘adnt of bin fer the guv’ner’, he mused, ‘1
might ‘av ‘ad to do some ‘porridge’.
As he got to the steps leading to the street, his
Lii was waiting. ‘Blimey, she must ‘av runned’,
thought Bert. He tried to smile realising that her
lip was quivering as her eyes searched every inch
of his face like twin Geiger counters. She moved
forward, caught his arm in hers and clutched it to
herself, holding him as tight as the Chatsworth
lock on the National Safe Deposit. She just said,
“C’mon Iuv”.
At the corner, a young girl dressed in the
manner of a suffragette and wearing a cap like a
practising coalman thrust a pamphlet in Bert’s
hand. He glanced at it and crushed it into a ball.
They passed the front entrance of the Court
house and there was P.C. Snyder watching the
passing cars, noting their registration plates and
checlcing the tax discs.
Without pausing, Bert shoved the crushed
pamphlet in the rozzer’s hand. The copper
slowly unravelled the paper and his tank turret
slits glanced down and read:
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in the freedom of our glorious woodland
country. Let the revitalizing rays of the golden
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sun get to your body. Be as nature intended,
carefree as the day you were born. Aivay with
inhibitions! ..4 way wit/i clothes! Run in the Sun!

gazed at the retreating back of Mr. Badger and
employed all the air in his lungs to say, “Well,
Cor b/i!”.
Bert chuckled.

Police Constable Snyder drew a deep breath,

,4rturo Rotunda
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Mutrah Sea Road
Opening Ceremony
itifact has in its time carried reports of
many opening and inaugural ceremonies
but probably none so unique as that which
took place in Oman on 3rd May, when His
Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said bin Taimur
formally opened the Mutrah Sea Road on which
construction started in January, 1971. It is safe

to say that no similar function with which the
Firm has been involved was conducted in an
atmosphere of such high-level security, was
attended by some 30 members of a Royal
Family, all the country’s Ministers and Depart
ment Heads and the Diplomatic Corps.

Mutrah Sea Road
The picture shows the wave-deflecting parapet of the sea-wall which protects the promenade on
the seaward side of the dual carriageways

The Sultan cuts the tape, assisted by the Minister, Mr. Sang and Mr. Weiner

Although this was the first ceremony of its
kind to take place in Oman, it went off without a
hitch, much to the relief of the officials who
planned it, bearing in mind that guerilla warfare
is waging in Dhofar some 600 miles away and
is one of the principal preoccupations of Oman
at the present time.
Jim Mitchell, our Resident Engineer, did
sterling work in organizing both the Opening and
the Reception which we, the Architect and the
Contractors gave in the evening to celebrate the
occasion.
It was reported that the Sultan himself had
inspected the Road two or three days before the
Opening and decided that the central reserve
lacked greenery and that there was no provision
for a pedestrian crossing. Consequently, plants
were flown in from Dubai and hastily planted in
the central reserve, suitably protected by fencing
to prevent the local donkeys and goats making a
banquet of them!
A last minute variation order to the Contractor

resulted in a pedestrian crossing being painted
on both carriageways, coupled with precise
instructions over the local radio to the public on
how to behave at a pedestrian crossing.
The ceremony took place just before 4 pm in a
temperature of about 110 F. Guards armed with
automatic rifles and pistols stood on either side
of the commemorative plaque; a helicopter
circled low overhead; on the roofs of nearby
buildings armed troops were posted and the
Sultan’s Vessel of State, the Al Said, lay at
anchor in the bay with one of her fast launches
cruising around in the harbour. Even the cere
monial gold scissors and their inscribed case were
closely examined as possible offensive weapons,
as was the unveiling mechanism of the plaque.
Screaming sirens, flashing lights and the roar
of motorcycle outriders signalled the approach
of the Royal cavalcade. Everyone clapped
politely (it isn’t done to cheer) as the Sultan
emerged and the members of the Palace Guard,
which accompanies him everywhere, poured out
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anchor in the bay with one of her fast launches
cruising around in the harbour. Even the cere
monial gold scissors and their inscribed case were
closely examined as possible offensive weapons,
as was the unveiling mechanism of the plaque.
Screaming sirens, flashing lights and the roar
of motorcycle outriders signalled the approach
of the Royal cavalcade. Everyone clapped
politely (it isn’t done to cheer) as the Sultan
emerged and the members of the Palace Guard,
which accompanies him everywhere, poured out
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of their cars to add their long rifles to the pro

tection already provided by the Police and Armed
Forces. The Sultan is not tall but his black beard
and piercing eyes give an immediate air of
authority. He was a most impressive figure in his
long embroidered robes and resplendent head
dress, with the customary curved khanjar
(dagger) in its ornately chased silver scabbard at
his waist. He was received by the Minister of
Communications and Public Services, who pre
sented the British Ambassador. He in turn
introduced Mr. Sang who presented representa
tives of the Consultants and the Contractor. The
Sultan then made a short speech in Arabic in
which report has it that he commented favourably
on the work and thanked all those who took part
in it. At Mr. Sang’s invitation he then drew back
the Sultanate flag to unveil the bronze plaque on
the Sea Wall, bearing the Sultanate crest and the
Arabic inscription “In the name of Allah, the
Merciful, the Compassionate, this Sea Road was
opened by His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said,
the Exalted, 30th Rabi Al-awal 1393 equivalent
to 3rd May 1973”, together with the names in

Arabic of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners,
the Architect (John R. Harris) and the Contractor
(Sir Lindsay Parkinson & Co. Ltd.), Mr. D. P.
Weiner, Chairman of Sir Lindsay Parkinson,
then presented the scissors, the Sultan cut the
tape and the entourage drove off amidst further
clapping. The scissors were last seen in the
possession of the Palace Guard, much to the
chagrin of an official who felt he had the better
right to them because he helped to organize the
Ceremony!
Following the Opening, the Egyptian Ambas
sador in particular was full of praise for the
inscription on the plaque, which he said embodied
the highest standards of formal Arabic and
calligraphy. He was quite amazed that it could
have been manufactured in Birmingham, albeit
from lettering prepared by a native of Nazareth.
In the evening the Reception in the Al Falaj
Hotel for 200 guests given by the Consultants
and Contractor was pronounced, at any rate by
one guest who arrived half an hour early and
was the last to leave, as the most memorable ever
held in the country.
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SPRING, 1973

hash up a general memo for me on the right and
proper use of English. It seems that Fiery Delhi
Kurry is off again. Lord knows why; I already
spend half my life correcting drafts. I suppose
one or two errors must have got through. SP
asks how the monsoon is, the swine.
*

*

Memorandum
From: RJT
24.8.73
To: MMN
Subject: English.
Strap on thy dhoti, lad, plunge our best
porcupine quill into a robust bottle of Chateau
Quink ‘44 and whittle off a few paragraphs on
how to write English: it’s to be a general memo
for Delhi office, orders from London. “How
few are the chosen for the appointed task”
(Eccles). Did you win your darts match at the
Club last night? You must be mad exerting
yourself in this heat.
*

*

Bungalow No. 3

24.8.73

seeing him tomorrow. What’s a dhoti?
Jean
*

*

*

Pvfemnorandun;
From: MMN

Memorandum

Memorandum
From: SP (London)

From: FDK
To: SP
3.8.73
Subject: English Usage in Overseas Offices.
I’ve just read one of those florid new Proceed
ings—there’s an article on English in it. What’s
more, lately I’ve noticed a lot of time being
wasted by Senior Engineers in the Delhi office:
they must spend hours correcting draft letters,
docunients, etc. Not one mistake, no hint of
unintelligibility. It seems to me that engineers
are taking far too much interest iii writing good,
clear English. This must cease, stop and halt
instantly and forthwith. We can’t have the rabble
writing like us, can we? Get on to CPE: he’s
clever at persuading the masses: get him to do a
general memo.

To: CPE (Delhi)
4.8.73
Subject: English.
Number One has a bee in his bonnet again: he
wants you to prepare a general memo on the
subject of English for your office. You know the
sort of thing—”e after i, but don’t ask me why”.
How’s the monsoon this year?
*

*

*

To: RJT
Subject: Trouble.
I did that memo
feverish. For a lark,
put it on your desk.
and sent it to Delhi.

From: CPE (Delhi)
To: RJT (Bangalore)
10.8.73
Subject: English.
While your heat wave is on and the Contractor
is not working you might get one of your lads to

on English while I was still
I had it typed yesterday and
It appears that you signed it
Why?
*

Ivfemorandumn
From: RJT
To: MMN
Subject: Trouble?
I didn’t.
*

*

*

Memorandum

From: RJT
2.9.73
To: MMN
Subject: Horror.
You’re right, I did. “It’s the heat you know”
(Sellers). I niust have been dreaming. It’s a
corker, isn’t it? I wonder what CPE will say—
he’s arriving tomorrow, don’t forget, for the
football match. That’s why I’ve been rushing
round the site—to get fit. You will be playing,
won’t you? How’s the toe? (I liked that bit
about “i before e if u takes a p”).
*

*

*

Memorandum
4th Floor, Poona Mansions,
68 Scrubbs Road, Delhi.
2.9.73
To: London Office.
Esteemed Sirs,
in the temporary absence (site visiting) of my
beloved superiors I take this opportunity of
greeting you and of sending to you this excellent
general memorandum which I am enclosing as
it has just arrived this moment from Bangalore
site. The top copy I am already pinning to the
notice board here, with greatest effect, I might
adding. Then I am rummaging through the old
man’s desk and I find memo from you asking
him to prepare the general memo already referred
to hereinbefore and above and enclosed too (q.v.)
so I naturally send you a copy. “Not wanting
but getting is preferable to having and not
knowing, my word” (Rabindranath Tagore). I
hope it will be to your understanding. I close
with haste,
Your faithful,
A. R. Engineer (Accountant)
*

31. 8. 73

*

Memorandum

30.8.73

*

*

*

Dear Bob,
Mike dropped a dart through his toe last
night. It swelled a lot during the night and he’s
now feverish. He says (I think) that he’ll do the
same when he’s felling better. The doctor is

Fowler Than You

in the office instead of running around counting
things—the Contractor won’t start work again
for ages. All of his machines have melted.

*

Memorandum

From: MMN
1.9.73
To: RJT
Subject: Trouble!
You did. There is a copy in the file. I suggest
you read it. By the way, I wish you would relax

Memorandum
From: FDK
2.10.73
To: SP
Subject. English.
I’ve just read CPE’s general memo and think
it excellent. There are, I admit, one or two things
that puzzle me but it’s certainly shortened the
Delhi letters; must have increased efficiency no
end. We must try and talk him into becoming a
London partner next time he’s home on leave.
ULTRA LICITUM
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Tobacco Growing
Jmongst the many colonials working on
the firm there is one who has worked
on, and in fact whose family own, a
tobacco farm. I am therefore going to attempt to
describe tobacco growing to you. Tobacco is not
like any other crop or like growing vegetables in
your back garden, it is a weed and growing it is a
gamble.
There are three main varieties of tobacco
grown in the world at the present time, Virginia,
Oriental and Burley. Of these Virginia is the
most widely grown. Canada, the USA, South
Africa, New Zealand and Rhodesia are amongst
the countries in which it is grown. In Rhodesia,
Virginia tobacco can be divided into two different
types namely K51, which was developed by the
Kutsaga Tobacco Research Station for Rhodes
ian conditions, and Hicks also developed by the
Research Board. K51 is the more popular as it is
a more hardier plant than Hicks.
The season can be divided into four parts,
seedbeds, planting, reaping and grading. Prepara
tion of the seedbeds usually starts about AugustSeptember and is fairly simple. The land for the
beds must be near a long lasting water supply
such as a river or a borehole. This land is
ploughed, brushwood burnt upon it and the
ashes harrowed into the soil. A seedbed is
approximately 25 yards by 4 ft by 6 in. After the
beds have been made up the soil must be fumi
gated with a chemical (methyl-bromide) to
prevent the seedlings from being killed off by
eelworm and other diseases. The chemical must
be applied to the beds under a plastic covering;
this is to ensure that the soil absorbs all of the
chemical and also because methyl bromide is
dangerous to both man and beast. Once the beds
have been prepared the sowing can begin. One
quarter of an ounce of seed is enough to cover
one bed the size of which is described above. The
method of sowing the seed is by watering can.
A four gallon can of water has the seed mixed into
it, the person sowing the seed, usually the farm
owner or his assistant, then walks down the

length of the bed sprinkling it with the seed and
water. He has to walk at a pace so that when he
reaches the other end of the bed the can must be
about half empty, he then returns watering along
the same side as the first trip, this process is then
repeated on the other side of the bed. Once the
bed has been sewn it is covered with thatching
grass until 90 % of seedlings have sprouted, the
grass is then removed and replaced by muslin.
The next day and every day until planting time
the beds have to be watered three times a day.
While the seedlings are growing the lands are
being prepared. This process starts by twice
ploughing the lands to be used, harrowing and
then rolling. After this the ridgeing and fertilising
starts; it sounds simple but it is not so, for at the
same time as ridgeing and fertilising, another
chemical has to be applied. This chemical
(ethelyne di-bromide) is also to combat eelworm, These three processes are done at the
same time from a tractor. The EDB is applied
from a drum on the front of the tractor through a
pump and pipes into the soil behind a deep tyne
digger (Subsoiler). The fertiliser is applied from
a special box, bolted onto a toolbar mounted on
the rear of the tractor, through two chutes onto
the soil which is then formed into a ridge by two
discs. A constant check must be kept on the
amount of EDB and fertiliser being applied as
too much will burn the roots of the young tobacco
plant. After ridgeing the ridges have to be
marked and holes dug every 20 in. for the
plants.
The transplanting usually starts about the
beginning of November just as the rainy season
starts. There are two methods used in planting
one when there is enough rain and the other
known as ‘dry’ planting. In the ‘dry’ method
water is carted to the land and pumped to a
boom which has 12 outlet pipes on it. Six labourers
direct the water into the holes on the ridges,
behind them are six ‘waiters’ who drop a plant
into each hole, behind them are the ‘fillers’
who, with the aid of badzas, cover the roots of the
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plant in the hole, last of all are the ‘checkers’
who check that all holes are filled and that the
roots are covered. One important item that I
have ommitted is that any of the labourers,
before they can enter the seedbed area or plant
tobacco, must wash their hands, this is to prevent
any disease being transferred to the plants.
Rain plays a large part in the growing of
tobacco, too little will cause stunted growth,
early flowering and early ripening; too much
rain causes waterlogging and late ripening. A
good rainy season should ensure that the farmer
has a good crop with the plants growing up to
6 ft in height. The flowers are not allowed to grow,
because there are certain laws which state that
there should only be a few registered seed
grOwels.
There are approximately 22 leaves on each
plant with the smallest being on the very bottom
of the plant; these are known as lugs and primers
and they can grow up to 12 in. in length. The
biggest leaves are about one-third of the way up
the plant and these can grow to about 30 in. in
length and 20 in. in width. These leaves are the
most important on the whole plant and care has
to be taken, when walking between the rows,
that these do not get broken off—very easily
done because the whole of the leaf is covered
with a sticky substance (nicotine!) which sticks
to anything that brushes past.
The reaping usually starts about Christmas
time perhaps a week or two before, and con
tinues through to about February or March.
This involves taking one or two leaves from the
bottom of each plant at each reaping. The leaves
are then hung in barns for curing. They are hung

by various methods, vertical—tied in string,
horizontal—tied in string and horizontal—by
Talita clips. A string will have about 100 leaves
on it and a clip about 50 leaves. A barnful will
probably have about 192,000 leaves in it. This
may seem a lot, but it is not so very much when
there are probably another 30 or so barnfuls to
come, but a farmer is not interested as to how
many leaves he can gather, rather in the number
of pounds (cired weight) per acre. A high
poundage does not necessarily mean that he has
had a good crop, nor does a low poundage. A
heavy green leaf will take a long time to cure and
a very light green cures too quickly and becomes
burnt or overcured. Curing the tobacco is done
by heat (cooking) over a period of 5 to 8 days.
This is done in stages with temperatures being
increased after a period, the periods are: colour
ing, fixing and drying.
The reaping having been completed the
grading starts and continues until July/August
when the last of the crops will be sold. Grading is a
long and very boring job and very repetitious.
There are 108 different grades or classes that the
leaves should (officially) be graded into, but in
practice, due to lack of space, a farmer will
probably have 20 different grades. The main
grades are: lemon, orange and spot, all of
these can be broken down 4 or 5 times. As soon
as possible the graded tobacco is tied into hands
and baled ready to be transported to the tobacco
auction floors to be sold to the highest bidder
amongst the cigarette manufacturers. Grading
finished, the season starts all over again.
PETER MARGESSON

The Retirement of Airs. Jenkins
We were all sorry to say goodbye to Mrs. Jenkins on her
retirement at Christmas.
Jenky, as she was affectionately known, joined the firm in 1959.
She supervised the Partners’ lunches, and generally spoilt us all
with our coffees and teas.
We all miss her cheery countenance, but we wish her and her
husband long years of happy retirement.
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husband long years of happy retirement.
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J. L. E. SUTTON, MA, MSE, MICE
John Sutton joined Scott and Wilson in 1946
after graduating at Oxford University. He was
engaged first on soils work, then for some years
on structural design, including reinforced con
crete buildings in Coventry for which he was also
Assistant Resident Engineer for a time.
In 1954, he spent seven months in Hong Kong
in charge of supplementary investigations for
the design of Kai Tak Airport, and this was
followed by a year’s postgraduate course at
Princeton University, New Jersey, principally in
soil mechanics and foundation engineering.
On returning to London in 1955, he took
charge of soils investigations, testing and design
work, first as part of the Civil Section and then
as an independent section. He was made an
Associate in 1966.
From 1955 to 1973, he has been associated to
a greater or lesser extent with a large proportion
of the Firm’s structural and civil engineering jobs,
as well as a wide variety of other foundation
and earthwork problems both at home and
overseas.
In April, 1973, John Sutton was appointed a
Consultant, and is now based in Stcckport. The
change was designed to allow him to concentrate
more fully on technical matters, but it also
gives him the opportunity to pursue his recreation
of moorland walking in his native Derbyshire.
His other interests are varied but he does not
admit to any of them being serious.
P. A. GREEN, BSc(Eng), DIC, MICE, FGS
Phil Green graduated in 1957 from Imperial
College, London, and then went on to study
engineering geology, for which he was awarded a
Diploma of Imperial College in 1958.
From 1958 to 1961 he was employed by the
Southern Rhodesian Division of Irrigation on
irrigation and water supply projects, often in
volving the use of direct labour. During this
period his practical experience in soil mechanics
included earth dam design and construction, and
the establishment of an embryonic soils labora
tory for the Division.

Scoff Wilso

He joined Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
in November, 1961, as an Assistant Materials
Engineer on the M6 South Cheshire Motorway.
in 1963 he returned to the London office as a
Chartered Engineer in the Soils Section and
became a Senior Engineer in 1967. He was made
an Associate of the Firm in April of this year.
In 1965 he took a postgraduate course under
Professor Arthur Casagrande at Harvard Univer
sity and was subsequently awarded an Austin B.
Mason prize. ‘His interests in academic pursuits
were restored in 1971 when he was awarded a
CEI 1851 Senior Industrial Fellowship at
Cambridge University and a Fellowship of
Churchill College. Under this award he spent
two separate terms of teaching and research in
residence.
He is married with two sons aged 9 and 11
years, and is interested in squash, cricket and
hill—walking.
R. J. G. EDWARDS, BSc, MSc, DIC, FGS
Roly Edwards, association with the civil
engineering profession began in 1960 when as a
graduate geologist he joined Balfour Beatty &
Co. Ltd. He worked in the UK and Nigeria
on a series of hydro-electricity projects including
the Kainji Dam on the Niger. He joined Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners as an Assistant
Geologist under John Sutton in March, 1963,
became Geologist in 1967, and from March,
1973, became an independent consultant. He is
now retained by the Firm to carry out engincering
geological studies.
In 1968 he took a Masters Degree at Imperial
College, in 1969 became a founder member of the
Association of Engineering Geologists in the UK
where he has been Chairman for the past two
years.
Whilst with the Firm he worked on more
than 200 projects in association with the London,
Glasgow, Belfast, Jordan, Kenya, Nigeria and
Hong Kong offices.
He is married, is a keen gardener and cricket
enthusiast, and plays a modest game of tennis,
badminton, bridge and chess.

Kirkpatrick and

lanning Section

R. J. G. Edwards

London
WiN 7AQ
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Club Notes
Lawn Tennis

Squash

Having just removed the remains of last year’s
stock of tennis balls from the fridge, everything
now seems set for another summer of fanatical
SWKP tennis. Before we start thanks must go to
the squash and badminton secretaries for
keeping everyone’s eye in over the winter.
The fixtures for this season are as below:
All members of the firm are welcome at the
social evenings whatever their standard of tennis;
the interest shown by the ladies last season was
very encouraging and it is hoped that even more
will take up the racquet this year. In addition to
these occasions, courts will be booked at Maida
Vale on Thursdays for anyone interested in
playing.
The inter-section competition will start some
time in June and if progress permits, the final
will be played at the last social evening.

At the beginning of the season it seemed that
we would have a stronger team than last year,
however we managed to finish with the same
Cementation League position as last season,
tenth. This year there was a great deal of un
predictability about the results, due mainly to the
greatly varying ability of opposing teams.
It should be noted that we were put out of our
stride on one occasion by the dreaded Yellow
Peril’ descending on Crystal Palace. The Chinese
badminton team, due to play on a squash match
evening, apparently demand absolute quiet in
the vicinity of their game, so, fearful of the
screams for mercy from Dick Brown’s opponents,
our courts were cancelled.
The last two socials were a success, although
fewer people attended than at the first two,
possibly the others had strained themselves on
the previous occasions.

ALAN LAMB
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The end of the season was a slight anti-climax,
one friendly match had to be cancelled, we lost
our last league match, and we were ignominiously
beaten by Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners in the
first round of the Costain knockout trophy.
Our thanks go to Miss Lishmund for her help
and interest, and to the Partners for their
sponsorship.
I would like to thank the team for their
support (I kept forgetting mine!) especially
those, who, with great dedication, fought their
way through football crowds one evening by
foot, tube, train and mini-cab.
Finally another mention for the brave team
(they said they wanted to see their names in
print). David Farthing, Dick Brown, Ian Wilson,
Geoff French, Keith Barnett—he is secretary
next season, so, good luck Keith, and don’t
forget it’s honorary—John Nutt, Chris Wright,
John Grey, Mike Wood, Brian Shorter, Rod
Hockin and Rod Clifton.
ROD CLIFTON

GoLf
At the start of every season one wonders
whether there are enough players within the
Firm to field teams of six or eight to face our
opponents on the golf courses of Southern
England—and this season is no exception!
However, we shall survive for we look forward

to the return to the fold of Nick Finn, from his
hibernation in the frozen wastes of Calgary,
N.W. Alberta, not only for his unquestioned
golfing ability but, as he is the present holder
of the ‘Measor Mashie’, we look forward to the
return of the said trophy. Having his last known
UK address would be, I feel, of little use in
tracing this valuable item.
Another member of the team we hope returns
fighting fit this year is Mr. Henry, after an
absence of some two seasons.
Entries for the ‘Pontifact Putter’, a competition
for our overseas, players, are flowing in this year.
So far six have been received from Malawi alone
and a request for the rules has been received
from our outpost in, wait for it, East Malaysia
manned by Voldek Prylinski the ex London
office tennis starlet.
In addition to a reminder in the last edition of
Pontifact I have also sent memos to our offices
in Cyprus, Hong Kong and Nigeria, so it could
prove to be a very competitive year.
Please note the date of the ‘Measor Mashie’,
in the fixutre list for the season set out below,
all those who fancy a trip around the hilly RAC
course at Epsom. This course is a natural for
players endowed with legs of unequal length,
those not similarly equipped could still, I feel,
enjoy the outing despite the additional handicap!
On that note may I wish our team the best of
luck during the coming season.
GRAHAM WALKER

TENNIS
FIXTURES

Date
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,

3rd May
lOt!, May
17th May
31st May

GOLF

1973

Fixture
Sir Robert McAlpine
Social
Ove Arup & Partners
Binnie & Partners

Venue
Roehampton
Roehampton
Roehampton
Battersea Park

Thursday, 141/i June
Thursday, 21st June
Thursday, 28th June

Social
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir William Halcrow & Partners

Roehampton
Roehampton (away)
Chiswick

Thursday, 5th July
Thursday, 12th July
Thursday, 19th July
Thursday, 26th July

Binnie & Partners
Sir Alex. Gibb & Partners
Social
Ove Arup & Partners

Roehampton
Roehampton
Roehampton
Brondesbury

Thursday, 9th August
Thursday, 23rd August

Sir Alex. Gibb & Partners
Sir William Halcrow & Partners

Roehampton (away)
Roehampton

FIXTURES FOR

1973

10th May

at Seisdon Park G.C.

v.

Mott Hay & Anderson

29th May

at Wildernesse G.C.

i’.

Higgs & Hill

19th June

at Leatherhead G.C.

v.

Sir William Halcrow

28th June

at RAC Club, Epsom

4th July

at Tandridge G.C.

I’.

Preece, Cardew & Rider

12th July

at Betchworth Park G.C.

v.

Sir Alexander Gibbs

25th July

at Tandridge G.C.

v.

Binnie & Partners

12th September

at Farnham G.C.

26th September

at Kingswood G.C.

Measor Mashie’

Consulting Engineers Joint Golf
Meeting (Provisional)

v.

Costains
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Darts
At the beginning of October 1972 the Darts
Section became a member of the Central London
Darts League. There were eleven other teams in
the League, but unfortunately one of the teams,
Esso ‘Tigers’, had to drop out and so eleven
teams were left fighting for the top position.
SWKP started off with a rush by winning
seven matches out of the first nine. We were
on the top! Unfortunately the pressure was too
great and the team faded. At the time of writing,
although SWKP had played all their matches,
the League was not due to finish until the end of
April, so the final positioning on the table is not
known. At the same time as the league was in
progress a knock-out cup competition was being
run. SWKP are through the first two rounds of
this competition beating British Steel Corporation
and Fanum (Automobile Association). At the end
of the season an individual knock-out competition

will be run for which seven of the team have
entered. Ted ‘Eddie Baby’ Cox is to be congratu
lated for obtaining the highest possible score
(with three darts) of 180 in the match against
National Coalboard which we won. All ‘home’
matches were played in the ‘Olde Kings Arms’
public house, Poland Street.
P. MARGES5ON

Cricket
Emerging from winter and looking back, it
seems to me that we have endured one aggravat
ing strike after another. The employees of
SWKP who took no part in these actions now
have a unique opportunity—a chance to strike!
I mean, of course, a cricket ball with a bat or a
set of wickets with the ball. A glance at the
fixture list shows a full programme for the
season ahead and with two new opponents in
Cementation Limited and W. S. Atkins &

DARTS
RESULTS

12th October
18th October
25th October
2nd November
8th November
30th November
6th December
13th December
21st December
10th January
18th January
1St February
7th February
11th February
6th March
13th March
14th March
21st March
28th March
4th April

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
r.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Fanum

Abbey National
National Coal Board
Burmah Castrol
Clerical Medical and General
British Petroleum
Clerical Medical and General
British Steel Corporation ‘B’
British Steel Corporation ‘A’
Fanum
Abbey National
National Coal Board
Burmah Castrol
Clerical Medical and General
British Petroleum
Clerical Medical and General
British Steel Corporation ‘B’
British Steel Corporation ‘A’
Esso ‘Nadgers’
Esso ‘Nadgers’

away
home
home

Association ‘A’
Association ‘B’

Association ‘A’
Association ‘B’

won
won
won

5—2
5—2
6—1
4—3

away
home
away
home
away
away
home
away
away
home
away
home
away
home
home
away
home

lost 3-4
won 4—3
won 5—2
won 5—2
lost 5—2
won 4—3
lost 3—4
lost 2—5
won 4—3
lost 1—6
lost 1—6
lost 3-4
lost 3-4
lost 3-4
lost 3—4
won 4—3

away

won

home

won

won

Played 20, won 10, lost 10; for 70, against 70; points 70.
KNOCKOUT

16th November
24th January

v.
v.

Cu

COMPETITION

British Steel Corporation ‘A’
Fanum

2—1
2—0
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CRICKET FIXTURE LIST FOR

1973

Il/latch
No.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Date
Wednesday, 23rd May
Wednesday, 30th May
Wednesday, 6th June
Friday 22nd June
Wednesday, 27th July
Friday, 6th July
Wednesday, 11th July
Wednesday, 18th July
Wednesday, 25th July

Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,

1st August
8th August
15th August
22nd August

Opponents
Practice Match
Howard Humphries

Travers Morgan & Partneçs
President’s Match
To be arranged
Nyasaland Leopards
Gollins, Melvin, Ward & Partners
Binnie & Partners
Robert Matthew Johnson Marshall &
Partners
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
To be arranged
Cementation
W. S. Atkins & Partners

Partners, I think we can look forward to some
keen and enjoyable games. Peter Eckert has
agreed to captain the side for the coming season
and I wish him every success.
For the newcomers, I should like to explain
that our matches are played at Long Ditton
and the majority are evening matches which are
limited to twenty overs batting for each team.
For these matches, skill although of course
useful, is not essential and all lovers of the
game are welcome to take part. There is one
afternoon match against Nyasaland Leopards
and for this occasion we do try and field the
strongest eleven possible. The highlight of the
season is the President’s match in which two
teams from within the firm play each other.
Our President and his wife invite all members of
the staff to bring their families or boy/girlfriends
along to watch the match and upon its com
pletion, to attend a Summer Social in the Club
house. Renowned for its strawberry tarts this
has proved to be a popular evening in the past,
and I strongly recommend that you keep that
particular evening free in order to attend.
I shall shortly be sending out a circular and
anyone wishing to play cricket will then have the
opportunity of letting me know in which matches
he would like to play. In the meantime anyone
wishing for further information about the club’s
activities can contact me in D05.
It only remains to wish you all a very enjoyable
season.
D. R. HITcHINGs

Venue
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

Ditton
Ditton
Ditton
Ditton
Ditton

Badminton
I have been asked in the temporary absence of
Dave Weller who is working in Hull, to give you
the low-down on the badminton scene.
I am happy to report that the weekly attend
ance is on the up and up, and we even had a
contingent of female players of exceptionally
high standard! We didn’t actually get down to
arranging matches with other firms, but we had a
good giggle with mixed doubles—unfortunately
a record was not kept of the scores, but they
were very close (score-wise, [ mean!)
Nick Clemson took the action shots which
should evoke a few laughs. Thanks Nick—
especially for the diabolical one of me which is
not shown for obvious reasons!
The ‘season’ ended on 26th March with a
social, the first I believe of its kind. All the
regulars attended at the usual drinking place—
the Swiss Chalet—and the evening was a great
success. Here’s to many more!
The fun and frolics start again in October and
new members are always made welcome—
whether beginners or experienced (!) players.
Sadly, next season we will be without some of our
‘star’ players—Sue Mason (our balletic expert),
Brian Shorter (leaping lithely), Mike Kennedy
(the tube journey home won’t be the same!),
Richard Davis (what a mover) and Janet Newman
(great eye for the shuttle)—but let’s hope all the
other enthusiasts will be back for more!
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5—2
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4—3

away
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away
home
away
away
home
away
away
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away
home
away
home
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away
home
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lost 3-4
lost 3—4
won 4—3

away

won

home

won

won

Played 20, won 10, lost 10; for 70, against 70; points 70.
KNOCKOUT

16th November
24th January

v.
v.

Cu

COMPETITION

British Steel Corporation ‘A’
Fanum

2—1
2—0
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CRICKET
CRICKET FIXTURE LIST FOR

1973

Il/latch
No.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Date
Wednesday, 23rd May
Wednesday, 30th May
Wednesday, 6th June
Friday 22nd June
Wednesday, 27th July
Friday, 6th July
Wednesday, 11th July
Wednesday, 18th July
Wednesday, 25th July

Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,

1st August
8th August
15th August
22nd August

Opponents
Practice Match
Howard Humphries

Travers Morgan & Partneçs
President’s Match
To be arranged
Nyasaland Leopards
Gollins, Melvin, Ward & Partners
Binnie & Partners
Robert Matthew Johnson Marshall &
Partners
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
To be arranged
Cementation
W. S. Atkins & Partners

Partners, I think we can look forward to some
keen and enjoyable games. Peter Eckert has
agreed to captain the side for the coming season
and I wish him every success.
For the newcomers, I should like to explain
that our matches are played at Long Ditton
and the majority are evening matches which are
limited to twenty overs batting for each team.
For these matches, skill although of course
useful, is not essential and all lovers of the
game are welcome to take part. There is one
afternoon match against Nyasaland Leopards
and for this occasion we do try and field the
strongest eleven possible. The highlight of the
season is the President’s match in which two
teams from within the firm play each other.
Our President and his wife invite all members of
the staff to bring their families or boy/girlfriends
along to watch the match and upon its com
pletion, to attend a Summer Social in the Club
house. Renowned for its strawberry tarts this
has proved to be a popular evening in the past,
and I strongly recommend that you keep that
particular evening free in order to attend.
I shall shortly be sending out a circular and
anyone wishing to play cricket will then have the
opportunity of letting me know in which matches
he would like to play. In the meantime anyone
wishing for further information about the club’s
activities can contact me in D05.
It only remains to wish you all a very enjoyable
season.
D. R. HITcHINGs

Venue
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

Ditton
Ditton
Ditton
Ditton
Ditton

Badminton
I have been asked in the temporary absence of
Dave Weller who is working in Hull, to give you
the low-down on the badminton scene.
I am happy to report that the weekly attend
ance is on the up and up, and we even had a
contingent of female players of exceptionally
high standard! We didn’t actually get down to
arranging matches with other firms, but we had a
good giggle with mixed doubles—unfortunately
a record was not kept of the scores, but they
were very close (score-wise, [ mean!)
Nick Clemson took the action shots which
should evoke a few laughs. Thanks Nick—
especially for the diabolical one of me which is
not shown for obvious reasons!
The ‘season’ ended on 26th March with a
social, the first I believe of its kind. All the
regulars attended at the usual drinking place—
the Swiss Chalet—and the evening was a great
success. Here’s to many more!
The fun and frolics start again in October and
new members are always made welcome—
whether beginners or experienced (!) players.
Sadly, next season we will be without some of our
‘star’ players—Sue Mason (our balletic expert),
Brian Shorter (leaping lithely), Mike Kennedy
(the tube journey home won’t be the same!),
Richard Davis (what a mover) and Janet Newman
(great eye for the shuttle)—but let’s hope all the
other enthusiasts will be back for more!
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Our thanks to the Partners for supporting our
Monday nights entertainment, and for the
financial help at our first (and hopefully not the
last) social.
LIN MOORE

(Coaching given, if you ask nicely!)

Soccer
RESULTS SINCE CHRISTMAS:
v. Sir William Halcrow & Partners

v.
v.
v.
v.

Tower Hamlets CCD
Powell & Moya
London Univ. Computing Co.
Franklin & Andrews

Lost
Lost
Draw
Lost
Won

0—5
2—5
1—I
—0

RECORD FOR THE SEASON:

Played 11, won 3, drew 5, lost 3; goals for 30,
against 25.
The second half of last season was not very
successful. In fact the playing style of the team
was likened to a re-enactment of a mass break
out from the Kiddie-Winkie Under Fives Day
Nursery and High-Security Borstal. In the early
games, the team was amused by the well-known
(to the police force) double act of Portis and
Taylor; the team was held together by ‘Chunky’
Phil Brigley, and Gary ‘I’ve fallen over again’
Turner. However in the last match, the inclusion
of Geoff ‘friends, what friends’? French, and
Nick ‘so this is a football’ Edwards realised the
full potential of the team (Sir AIf’s very words)
with a 7—0 win over Franklin & Andrews.
Pete Eckert astonished everyone by scoring five
of these goals to make him leading scorer for the
season with nine goals. Unfortunately Pete’s
wife and our number one supporter missed the
goals as she was having a cup of tea at the time,
and of course she didn’t believe Pete when she
came back. You’ll just have to do it again next
season Pete.
PAUL DISNEY

Camera Club
Losing both our Chairman (Tony Williams)
and Secretary (Les Hayler) early in the new year
was hardly the best way to begin 1973. Fortu
nately however, they bequeathed to us a sound
programme for the remainder of the club year.

Several of our meetings had to be either
cancelled, postponed or rearranged at short
notice due to Basingstoke meetings of one kind
or another, but despite this we managed to
squeeze in most meetings at one time or another.
Our three outside lectures: ‘My Way of
Photography’ by Jon Phillips. The Royal
Photographic Society Exhibition Slides 1969
and ‘Glasgow Inner Ring Road’ by Peter
Mortimer were particularly well attended as
were our own lectures by Miss De Bell, David
King and Alan Lamb. To all these lecturers we
offer our thanks as we know it takes many
hours of preparation to produce one good show.
Competition entries flagged a little after
Christmas as our most prolific photographer
Steve Hobden departed for greener pastures.
This by no means belittles the efforts of Brian
Shorter, George Lobb, Alan Lamb and Nick
Clemson, all of whom won prizes and are
recognised along with their winning photo
graphs elsewhere. Rumour has it that Nick
Clemson (one time Competition Secretary),
promised he would transfer to Stockport office
providing his pictures of the B.R. (Eastern
Region) 4—6—2, Class 44, No. 60009, Union of
South Africa Puff Puff, now residing at Lochty
Private Railway in Scotland, came first in our
final monochrome competition—How’s Stockport
Nick?
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1. Black and white print competition

What’s in a title? See what your camera can
make of the following subjects for our future
competitions during your summer holidays.
Bernard Ranger Trophy (colour slides) Oct. 1973
(a) Open; (b) Bridges; (c) The Common Market
Monochrome
(a) Open; (b) People
(a) Open; (b) Perspective
Colour Slides
(a) Open; (b) Emotion
Informal Open
Colour Prints
(a) Open

Nov. 1973
Feb. 1974

Jan. 1974
March 1974

Feb. 1974

D.F.L.

Beginners Section
I st prize. Wenlock Priory, by Brian Shorter

November 1972
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competitions during your summer holidays.
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1. Black and white print competition

Intermediate Section
2nd prize, Church Entrance, by George Lobb

November 1972
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2. Colour slide competition

February 1973

1st prize, Alan Lamb
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1. Black and white print competition

Intermediate Section
2nd prize, Church Entrance, by George Lobb

November 1972
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2. Colour slide competition

February 1973

1st prize, Alan Lamb
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Signs of the Times
by Zach Matthews

N

I

E
I

preparing to give public lectures on
astrology one is forced to consider in
some depth its early beginnings. For
tunately within the last year or two several
scholarly works have been published on the
origins and history of astrology.
How strange it must have been in primitive
times in Babylonia and Chaldea, living on what
you firmly believed was a flat earth which was at
the centre of the universe! Each day a disc of light
and heat appeared, mounted to a zenith, des
cended and disappeared. Each night another disc
of varying size and shape did much the same
thing against a background of countless small
lights. Seasons and weather, people and events
on earth were always changing and disorderly,
but in the heavens all was orderly, harmonious
and mysterious. You looked up to them literally
and metaphorically and your first and entirely
natural reaction was to worship and placate
them as gods. From the very beginning man knew
that there was that or those above and beyond
him which called forth his devotion, respect and
awe.
The second aspect of life which more and more
claimed his attention in those far-off times was
his need to correlate the regular mobile order
liness of the heavens with the passage of time.
Gradually, he reached conclusions about the
length of a day or period during which there was
both light and darkness, a month during which
the moon somehow came back to a definite point
in the sky from which it had started out and a
year during which the sun was seen to return.
Each day he allocated to a planet (i.e. Sunday,
Monday, Mardi, Mercredi, Jeudi, Vendredi,
Saturday). So, gradually, he evolved a calendar,
lunar at first but eventually solar when he came
to realise that the sun’s and moon’s motions did
not collaborate at all well. (Nevertheless, the
Moslem and Chinese calendars are still lunar).
But there was a third aspect of life which
primitive man soon paid attention to and this is

far less understandable than the other two. This
was the art of divination, the desire to predict
what the future would bring both personally and
for mundane events, like wars, famines, pesti
lences and so on. Whatever we may think of it
(and a great part of the controversy about
astrology is concerned with it) it seems to have
been a built-in faculty from the beginning. Well
before he looked for the answers in the heavens
he was slaughtering and cutting up animals and
examining their entrails for signs and portents.
The Bible has some harsh things to say about
astrologers because by the time the Old Testa
ment came to be written man had been told in
clear terms that there was one God and He was
not the sun, moon or planets. He should have
been in no doubt about his worship even though
his human nature was still compounded of
planetary ‘essences’. Sometimes he forgot this
and felt back into his old ways of worshipping the
celestial bodies. But astrology is not condemned
as such and in any case prophecy is as much a
form of prediction as any other method. A true
prophet certainly has God’s sanction for telling
man about important future events; Isaiah,
Ezekiel, Amos, Micaiah and the rest were true
prophets and as such were included in the scrip
tures. They prophesied about the advent of the
Messiah and sometimes also about His second
coming. Certainly the New Testament has as
definite things to say about Christ’s second
coming as it has about the brightness of the star
that accompanied His first coming and the cosmic
accompaniments to His death. When you see
certain things happening in the world, it says in
effect, then know that the end is near. At the same
time it leaves us in no doubt that mankind in
general will be quite unaware and/or indifferent
to what is really going on.
Down the centuries of our Piscean era various
people at various times have been imbued with
the notion that the end was at hand and each one
in turn has been proven wrong. So it is not
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surprising that today the whole idea that planet
Earth is heading for a climax or culmination is
regarded by the general public with suspicion
and they are niuch happier with the idea (in spite
of atomic energy) that by and large we are making
continual progress towards a newer and better
way of living in which there will be a new religio
scientific-philosophy. Christianity has by and
large been downgraded in favour of scientific
materialism and comparative religion and it is not
popular to regard the Bible as the book of books.
Thus, prophetic utterances are largely ignored.
Astrology on the other hand is experiencing an
unprecedented upsurge and new books, good,
bad and indifferent continue to pour forth on the
various aspects of this complex subject. Before
we turn to the prophets let us just see what
astrology has to say about the times we live in.
Due to a physical phenomenon called the
precession of the equinoxes discovered by
Hipparchus in 136 B.C. which is basically caused
by the Earth’s slow wobble (like a spinning top)
the signs of the Zodiac move backwards against
the constellations (called by the same names) at
the rate of 50 seconds per annum. This is
equivalent to a period of 25,800 years, called a
Great Year, in which the signs make a complete
revolution of the constc’llaiions. From time
immemorial the Zodiacal circle has been con
sidered to begin with the first Point of Aries. The
first Point of Aries (in the moving or tropical
Zodiac) coincides with the celestial equator at the
spring equinox and this point has been moving
backwards through the constellation Pisces for
about 2,000 years giving rise to a Piscean Age. It
is now approaching Aquarius and we are there
fore considering an Aquarian Age. Certainly
Science, Socialism and Communism are typically
Aquarian ideas centred around the theme of the
brotherhood of man. Beyond this general Earth
plan astrology has little to say about the future,
but the plan appears to be a cosmic structure in
which all mundane events are contained. History
certainly goes back far enough for us to see clear
connections with ideas related to the Ram and
the Bull (Aries and Taurus).
In the light of this cosmic structure perhaps the
words of Christ make sense. ‘This generation
shall not pass away till all be fulfilled’. It is odd
that His own disciples thought He meant that He
was coming back in their lifetime, but He did not.
Nor has He returned so far, at any rate visibly as
King of Glory in some unique cosmic event, as is
stated. If, however, we substitute the word ‘age’
for ‘generation’ it is much more reasonable to
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suppose that today we are quite near to this
event. Just as He, the Son of God, took part in a
great rescue operation at the beginning of the
Piscean Age so it is at least rational to suppose
that He will return again, both as a rescue
operation and as part of an overall plan before an
Aquarian Age is possible. If anyone really thinks
that man in his present stage of evolution is
capable of running this world as a world let him
meditate on the wars and tensions, disease, greed
and lack of spiritual understanding that exists
today.
Before we turn to Biblical prophecy let us for
one moment consider the French prophet
Nostradamus. He wrote his prophecies in cryptic
verse and many of them have come true.
I-fe implies that there will be three antichrists
and his biographer suggests that if Napoleon was
one and Hitler another a third is still to come:—
‘L’Antechrist trois bientost annichilez,
Vingt et sept ans sang durera sa guerre
Les heretiques morts, captifs, exiles,
Sang, corps humain, eau rouge, gresler terre.’
(VIII 77)
‘This third antichrist will be soon annihilated;
his war of blood will last twenty-seven years;
heretics will be slain, enslaved or exiled; blood,
human bodies, reddened water, hail upon the
earth!
Then the prophet dares to give a date:—
‘L’an mil neufcens nonante neuf sept mois
Du ciel viendra le grand Roy d’effrayeur’
(X 72)
‘In the year 1999 and seven months there will
come from Heaven the great King of terror’.
He then speaks of seven thousand years of time
and the Millennium which is thought to derive
from the Book of Enoch where God tells Enoch
that the duration of the world will be for a week
of years, after which let there be at the beginning
of the eight thousand a time when there is no
computation and no end; neither years nor
months nor weeks nor days nor hours.
The biographer also mentions the Irish prophet
St. Malachy (1094—I 148) who was Bishop of
Armagh. His prophecies are mostly of two words,
in Latin, concerning future popes and have been
astonishingly accurate. The book was written in
1942 at which time there were five more Popes to
go. Of the fifth and last in his prophecies he says
‘In extreme persecution of the Roman Church
shall sit (in the Chair of the first Peter) Peter the
Roman who will feed his flock amid many
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tribulations; which things being finished the City
of the Seven Hills will be removed and the Great
Judge will judge the people’. By taking the
average period of pontificates the author calcu
lates that this will also bring us to the end of the
twentieth century.
Several books on our present situation in the
light of Biblical prophecy have been written
recently of which ‘The Late Great Planet Earth’
by Hal Lindsey is as succinct as any. Having
shown how prophecies of the Messiah came true
he goes on to show how those same prophets who
predicted the world-wide exile and persecution of
the Jews also predicted their restoration as a
nation. On the 14th May, 1948, the state of Israel
came into existence. I-fe quotes from Ezekiel 38
‘After many days you shall be visited and
mustered for service; in the latter years you shall
go against the land that is restored from the
ravages of the sword, when the people are
gathered out of many nations upon the mountains
of Israel which had been a continual waste; but
its people are brought forth out of the nations
The ‘latter years or ‘latter days’ occurs in
various pLaces meaning ‘near the culmination of
events’ and including the restoration of Israel
after a long-term devastation. This restoration
engenders hostility leading up to warfare and the
eventual visible return of the Messiah after a
period of unprecedented suffering. St. Matthew,
Chapter 24, gives a vivid picture of it all in the
words of Christ. Also, according to Lindsey,
Zechariah chapters 12—14 give a graphic descrip
tion of happenings around this time.
Three particular events are described as being
very shortly prior to the eventual climax—the
restoration of Israel, the capture of Jerusalem
and the rebuilding of a new Temple on Mount
Moriah where the Moslem Dome of the Rock
stands at present. The first two are accomplished
facts; when the third comes about it will trigger
off an invasion from the north and a confederacy
of Arabic and African States. This will escalate
into the final war, Armageddon, in which all
nations will be involved. To give a semblance of
peace and cohesion a world dictator will be
appointed who will be the antichrist and proclaim
himself as God. Of course there is no real peace
and in the end, to save mankind from annihila
tion and to fulfil God’s Earth plan promulgated
by the prophets long ago, Jesus Christ returns in
glory to claim His own.
Two brief comments on this might be made.
Firstly, this is an entirely Christian theme and
many people may reject it on the grounds that it
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does not figure in other world religions. Should
all these millions of people now have become
Christian thanks to the spreading of the gospel
throughout the world? Secondly, the book
mercilessly castigates astrology which it associates
with ‘mystery—Babylon’ necromancy, divina
tion, sorcery, spiritism and worship of the stars.
It considers that antichrist will be thriving on just
this sort of pseudo-religion. A serious, genuine
modern astrolQger would not connect his study
with any of thse ideas. He knows that the solar
system orbitting in the Zodiac reflects its meaning
into planet Earth in a wide variety of ways and he
believes that the understanding of this realistically
deepens and broadens his view of life. In dealing
with its effects on human beings he understands
that the planetary forces are the basic archetypal
drives which motivate his psyche and physique
(i.e. they are the basis of all true psychology). He
certainly does not rule out freewill or treat
astrology as either a religion or a manifestation of
‘spirits’.
Finally, while I reject his conclusions when
applied to serious modern astrology I agree that
there is a lot of superficial claptrap talked in the
name of astrology which could lead almost
anywhere except in the right direction. The only
way to defeat this is to spread the truth which is
the object of giving public lectures. In regard to
the conclusions reached on Biblical prophecy I
have felt for many years that we are in the latter
days and heading towards unprecedented events
and suffering culminating in further revelation
and the millennium or reign of God on earth.
What happens to the other 1150 years of an
Aquarian Age is not so clear.
The object of this essay is to give the vision set
by orthodox Christian teaching within the cosmic
structure derived from orthodox astrology. The
civil engineer may wel[ be urgently transforming
planet Earth for Armageddon and a new Age in
which its inhabitants
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by the Earth’s slow wobble (like a spinning top)
the signs of the Zodiac move backwards against
the constellations (called by the same names) at
the rate of 50 seconds per annum. This is
equivalent to a period of 25,800 years, called a
Great Year, in which the signs make a complete
revolution of the constc’llaiions. From time
immemorial the Zodiacal circle has been con
sidered to begin with the first Point of Aries. The
first Point of Aries (in the moving or tropical
Zodiac) coincides with the celestial equator at the
spring equinox and this point has been moving
backwards through the constellation Pisces for
about 2,000 years giving rise to a Piscean Age. It
is now approaching Aquarius and we are there
fore considering an Aquarian Age. Certainly
Science, Socialism and Communism are typically
Aquarian ideas centred around the theme of the
brotherhood of man. Beyond this general Earth
plan astrology has little to say about the future,
but the plan appears to be a cosmic structure in
which all mundane events are contained. History
certainly goes back far enough for us to see clear
connections with ideas related to the Ram and
the Bull (Aries and Taurus).
In the light of this cosmic structure perhaps the
words of Christ make sense. ‘This generation
shall not pass away till all be fulfilled’. It is odd
that His own disciples thought He meant that He
was coming back in their lifetime, but He did not.
Nor has He returned so far, at any rate visibly as
King of Glory in some unique cosmic event, as is
stated. If, however, we substitute the word ‘age’
for ‘generation’ it is much more reasonable to
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suppose that today we are quite near to this
event. Just as He, the Son of God, took part in a
great rescue operation at the beginning of the
Piscean Age so it is at least rational to suppose
that He will return again, both as a rescue
operation and as part of an overall plan before an
Aquarian Age is possible. If anyone really thinks
that man in his present stage of evolution is
capable of running this world as a world let him
meditate on the wars and tensions, disease, greed
and lack of spiritual understanding that exists
today.
Before we turn to Biblical prophecy let us for
one moment consider the French prophet
Nostradamus. He wrote his prophecies in cryptic
verse and many of them have come true.
I-fe implies that there will be three antichrists
and his biographer suggests that if Napoleon was
one and Hitler another a third is still to come:—
‘L’Antechrist trois bientost annichilez,
Vingt et sept ans sang durera sa guerre
Les heretiques morts, captifs, exiles,
Sang, corps humain, eau rouge, gresler terre.’
(VIII 77)
‘This third antichrist will be soon annihilated;
his war of blood will last twenty-seven years;
heretics will be slain, enslaved or exiled; blood,
human bodies, reddened water, hail upon the
earth!
Then the prophet dares to give a date:—
‘L’an mil neufcens nonante neuf sept mois
Du ciel viendra le grand Roy d’effrayeur’
(X 72)
‘In the year 1999 and seven months there will
come from Heaven the great King of terror’.
He then speaks of seven thousand years of time
and the Millennium which is thought to derive
from the Book of Enoch where God tells Enoch
that the duration of the world will be for a week
of years, after which let there be at the beginning
of the eight thousand a time when there is no
computation and no end; neither years nor
months nor weeks nor days nor hours.
The biographer also mentions the Irish prophet
St. Malachy (1094—I 148) who was Bishop of
Armagh. His prophecies are mostly of two words,
in Latin, concerning future popes and have been
astonishingly accurate. The book was written in
1942 at which time there were five more Popes to
go. Of the fifth and last in his prophecies he says
‘In extreme persecution of the Roman Church
shall sit (in the Chair of the first Peter) Peter the
Roman who will feed his flock amid many
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tribulations; which things being finished the City
of the Seven Hills will be removed and the Great
Judge will judge the people’. By taking the
average period of pontificates the author calcu
lates that this will also bring us to the end of the
twentieth century.
Several books on our present situation in the
light of Biblical prophecy have been written
recently of which ‘The Late Great Planet Earth’
by Hal Lindsey is as succinct as any. Having
shown how prophecies of the Messiah came true
he goes on to show how those same prophets who
predicted the world-wide exile and persecution of
the Jews also predicted their restoration as a
nation. On the 14th May, 1948, the state of Israel
came into existence. I-fe quotes from Ezekiel 38
‘After many days you shall be visited and
mustered for service; in the latter years you shall
go against the land that is restored from the
ravages of the sword, when the people are
gathered out of many nations upon the mountains
of Israel which had been a continual waste; but
its people are brought forth out of the nations
The ‘latter years or ‘latter days’ occurs in
various pLaces meaning ‘near the culmination of
events’ and including the restoration of Israel
after a long-term devastation. This restoration
engenders hostility leading up to warfare and the
eventual visible return of the Messiah after a
period of unprecedented suffering. St. Matthew,
Chapter 24, gives a vivid picture of it all in the
words of Christ. Also, according to Lindsey,
Zechariah chapters 12—14 give a graphic descrip
tion of happenings around this time.
Three particular events are described as being
very shortly prior to the eventual climax—the
restoration of Israel, the capture of Jerusalem
and the rebuilding of a new Temple on Mount
Moriah where the Moslem Dome of the Rock
stands at present. The first two are accomplished
facts; when the third comes about it will trigger
off an invasion from the north and a confederacy
of Arabic and African States. This will escalate
into the final war, Armageddon, in which all
nations will be involved. To give a semblance of
peace and cohesion a world dictator will be
appointed who will be the antichrist and proclaim
himself as God. Of course there is no real peace
and in the end, to save mankind from annihila
tion and to fulfil God’s Earth plan promulgated
by the prophets long ago, Jesus Christ returns in
glory to claim His own.
Two brief comments on this might be made.
Firstly, this is an entirely Christian theme and
many people may reject it on the grounds that it
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does not figure in other world religions. Should
all these millions of people now have become
Christian thanks to the spreading of the gospel
throughout the world? Secondly, the book
mercilessly castigates astrology which it associates
with ‘mystery—Babylon’ necromancy, divina
tion, sorcery, spiritism and worship of the stars.
It considers that antichrist will be thriving on just
this sort of pseudo-religion. A serious, genuine
modern astrolQger would not connect his study
with any of thse ideas. He knows that the solar
system orbitting in the Zodiac reflects its meaning
into planet Earth in a wide variety of ways and he
believes that the understanding of this realistically
deepens and broadens his view of life. In dealing
with its effects on human beings he understands
that the planetary forces are the basic archetypal
drives which motivate his psyche and physique
(i.e. they are the basis of all true psychology). He
certainly does not rule out freewill or treat
astrology as either a religion or a manifestation of
‘spirits’.
Finally, while I reject his conclusions when
applied to serious modern astrology I agree that
there is a lot of superficial claptrap talked in the
name of astrology which could lead almost
anywhere except in the right direction. The only
way to defeat this is to spread the truth which is
the object of giving public lectures. In regard to
the conclusions reached on Biblical prophecy I
have felt for many years that we are in the latter
days and heading towards unprecedented events
and suffering culminating in further revelation
and the millennium or reign of God on earth.
What happens to the other 1150 years of an
Aquarian Age is not so clear.
The object of this essay is to give the vision set
by orthodox Christian teaching within the cosmic
structure derived from orthodox astrology. The
civil engineer may wel[ be urgently transforming
planet Earth for Armageddon and a new Age in
which its inhabitants
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may be as the entry of many souls for a tremendous experience. In overall planning there are no
‘accidents’—the Owner makes no mistakes,
Continual prying into a personal future gets us

nowhere, but Earth plans have been promulgated
for our understanding and edification. As
planning is our business, perhaps it can widen our
horizons.

London Newsletter
The winter has gone. 1972 has gone. The period
of uncertainty has gone. The spring has come.
Activity blossoms. Tenders have been accepted
for the new offices and building is well under way.
Removal expenses have been discussed. Educa
tion officers, estate agents and all from deepest
Hampshire have crowded through the Winsley
Street portals. The plots, plans, rumours and
counter-rumours keep the lunch-time beer taps
busy. ‘The old order’ is certainly changing
yielding place to new. Whether we shall all like
it, of course, remains to be seen.
The Christmas party, in the plush surroundings
of the Dorchester, went with its usual swing.
This one was particularly distinguished by the
presentation to Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey of
commemorative gifts to mark their retirement.
This pleasant task was carried out by Wally
Grainger with wit and charm, and who could be
better qualified. He was, after all, a part of the
firm of Scott & Wilson when Mr. Measor
joined it and is still here to wish him a happy
retirement along with Mr. Hawkey. However,
those indulging in coarse sailing on the Solent
would now do well to bear in mind that should
they in an absent-minded moment jibe all
standing off the Yarmouth coast, it will not go
unnoticed. A sharply critical eye has now the
assistance of a telescope. Further west where the
‘lows’ come in from the Atlantic the unofficial
harbour-master of St Mawes is no doubt noting
them all on his new barograph.
The top social score was notched by Ferlé
Fox-Martin, who brought along as her guest to
the feast, film and TV actor John Le Mesurier.
That certainly caused a bit of a flutter among the
autograph hunters. John, who is probably best
known as Sergeant Wilson of Dad’s Army, was
awarded TV Actor of the Year.

We may perhaps be forgiven if when people
talk of moving we think of Hampshire. In fact,
other moves have been taking place which have
passed in the general hubbub almost unnoticed.
Leaving aside for the moment the Planning
Section who are for ever opening and closing
offices all over the country, the Roads Section
have now opened a new office in Stockport, and
Gordon Forrest has gone off there to direct
operations with the assistance of Peter Knowles.
On a more personal scale, moves to Hampshire
have already started and Reg Ready, David
Smith and the brothers Trigg have already
pitched their tents there. We hear that Malcolm
Trigg’s ‘tent’ is, however, more in the nature of a
property investment since he himself is shortly
moving to the warmer and lusher climes of
Singapore.
There have been various departures since the
last edition of Pontifact. We are sorry to have to
say goodbye to Roland Pilcher and Tony Finigan
who have sought pastures new. Roland, who has
been an editor of Pontifact for some years now,
is leaving to rejoin Brian Colquhoun & Partners
and we wish him all the very best in his new job.
Earlier in the year we were also sorry to lose
Richard Davis that cheerful, cherubic assistant
secretary. Richard is now working with Trust
Houses Forte, so probably will be able to wangle
a few free holidays. In his place we welcome
Richard Holmes, and we hope he will be happy
in his new multifarious duties. Another addition
to the Admin side is our new Purchasing Officer,
Ken Gardner, who takes over from George Lobb
who is now concentrating all his efforts on the
massive printing problems.
At the beginning of March, Pam Davey, Mr.
McDermott’s secretary, also left our shores for a
sunnier clime. We are glad to say, however, that
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she has not severed all ties with SWKP and the
last we heard she was gorging lobster in Nairobi.
There have been various changes in the Soils
Section this year—John Sutton relinquished his
appointment as Associate on the 31st March
and in recognition of his long service with the
Firm was appointed a Consultant by the Partners.
John is now based on Stockport office and is in
charge of the geotechnical work on the
Manchester-Sheffield job. Phil Green was appoint
ed an Associate in his place and takes charge of
the Soils Section in London. Roly Edwards
about this time also left the firm to start his own
practice as a consulting engineering geologist
and is being retained by the firm on various
projects, notably the Manchester-Sheffield job.
Congratulations are also due to David Flint
who was made a Senior Engineer in the New
Year, and yet another Editor made the news
when Geoff Moore, along with Dud Ings and
Brian Lake, was appointed Senior Engineer on
the 1st April. At this time Dave Hitchings,
David Horwell, John Maidment, Tee Pemba,
Ron Rakusen, John Sims and Ken Weir were
also appointed Deputy Senior Engineers. To all
the above our heartiest congratulations.

Having dealt earlier with the ‘dispatches’, now
for the ‘matches’. Congratulations are due to
Cohn Holmes, Chris Wright, Paul Gray, Ian
Wood, Grant Smith and Geoff French who all
took the plunge this year. May they and their
brides have many years of happiness. On the
‘hatch’ side, we have to congratulate Dave and
Rosalind Hitchings on the birth of their second
son, Anthony Paul, and Mike and Eve Slinn
on the arrival, on Christmas eve of their first
born, Catherine Yvonne. David and Janet
Farthing certainly did things in style following
their recent move to Cheshire. For David, it
meant residence in the new office at Stockport
where he is contributing to the design of the
Manchester-Sheffield (Longdendale) New Route,
and a new home at Hazel Grove. Not to be out
done, Janet was busy on a design scheme of her
own which materialised on 30th May with the
arrival of ‘Miss’ Sarah Margaret Farthing who
tipped the scales at 9 lb.
Scorning the obvious gag that it’s a case of
‘A kid for two farthings’, we offer instead our
sincere congratulations to David and Janet.

A Tale With a Moral

A large private housing estate was being overrun
by a horde of ginger kittens, the Tenant Associa
tion Committee decided that something must be
done, so they interviewed the owner of the only
Ginger Tom cat and he agreed to take it to the
vet and have it doctored which he did do.
Months went by and then the cat population
exploded again, so four of the committee decided
to investigate and one night they found a huge
circle of cats and sat in the middle was the old
Ginger Tom.
The Moral. If you have the ability but not the
capability be a consultant.
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The Met. OFfice obliged

On Saturday, 3rd March, Paul Gray married
Bernadette Delmas at the Town Hall of Colombes
situated on the outskirts of Paris.
Paul’s family travelled to France for the wed
ding and the subsequent celebrations with
Bernadette’s family. After the celebrations Paul
and his wife travelled to Paris and then on to
London to join their flight for CyprLls where they
spent their honeymoon.
On Sunday, 25th March, Mrs. Gray, Senior,
gave a reception for Paul and Bernadette so that
friends who had not been able to travel to France
could join with them in welcoming Bernadette to
the family circle.
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It is natural for every bride to hope for sunshine
on her wedding day and the wish of Miss Jennifer
Bevan just came true on 21st April when she
married Mr. Ian Wood.
The one hour respite from the heavy rain
coincided with Jennifer’s arrival at St. Michaels
Church, Marston, Oxford.
The bride wore a dress of navy cotton overlaid
with a white lace bodice and lace trimmings over
the cotton lawn skirt. Her matching white hat
with chiffon brim was crowned with white
daisies and her bouquet comprised lemon rose
buds, lilies of the valley and freesia. Miss
Elizabeth Wood, sister of the groom, was her
chief attendant.
Following the ceremony a reception was held
by the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Bevan, at
St. Catherines College Pavilion.
The honeymoon was spent in the Lake District
and apart from the obvious delights of this area,
it afforded Ian the opportunity of seeing the
preliminary work on the construction of the
Kendal Link, a scheme with which he had been
closely involved.
Tan and Jennifer wish to express their warmest
thanks for the kindness of all at SWKP who
contributed to their excellent wedding gift of
Denby stoneware.

Editorial
the move to Basingstoke comes
closer, the need for information grows.
Whilst the London Office is receiving
regular reports on the social and recreational
facilities of the area from the fearless forays of
the Hopkins-Preston duo (see cartoon), this
issue of Pontifact contains a Partners’ Panorama
on the move, and also a progress report on the
construction of the new building. Featured from
amongst our recently completed jobs is our cover
story about Charing Cross Hospital, and the
front covers shows the Queen at the opening of
the Hospital.
The editors’ thanks go out to Pete Margesson
for his description of tobacco farming and to
Tim Conway for the article on tea, both articles
dealing with the art of living from hand to
mouth. For those a little less materially inclined,
there is an article on astrology from Zach
Matthews, and we also welcome the return of
Bert Badger.
Thanks to everyone else who has contributed
to this issue, in particular Roland Pilcher who
is the longest serving of the present editors, but
who is now leaving the firm. We give him our
best regards, and wish you all a good summer.
Paul Disney
Mavis Johnson
Geoffrey Moore
Stephen Oliver
Roland Pileher
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